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The Wales Tourist Board recognises the vital

role that our culture and the Welsh language

places in differentiating Wales from our

competitors so giving us that ‘competitive

edge’.Whilst those who are defined as

cultural tourists are a relatively small

market, they are high value and projected to

grow in numbers. Furthermore, cultural

activities or experiences rarely fail to touch

or enhance every visitor’s experience.

This document sets out a strategic framework for action by both the

Board and our partners to develop Wales’ potential as a cultural tourism

destination. Our vision is for Wales to be recognised internationally 

as a destination offering a quality cultural tourism experience based 

on our unique culture which forms an essential part of the overall 

visitor experience.

I hope that you will be able to share this vision with us and help us turn

it into reality on the ground for the mutual benefit of both tourism and

cultural sectors and of the host communities.

Philip Evans

Chairman
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Executive Summary 

Introduction
The purpose of this strategy and the associated Action Plan is to produce

a framework for action by Wales Tourist Board and its partners to

develop Wales’ potential as a cultural tourism destination.The uniqueness

of Wales’ history, language and way of life are distinctive tourism assets

which help differentiate Wales from the other countries of the UK.

For the purpose of this strategy,WTB has adopted the following

definitions of culture put forward in the National Assembly report on Arts

and Culture, “A Culture in Common”:

“Culture consists of all distinctive spiritual, material,
intellectual and emotional features which characterise 
a society or group.”

The strategy does not address sports tourism which will be the subject 

of a separate focused Sports Tourism Strategy to be launched for

consultation purposes in the spring of 2003.

The strategy is intended to provide a framework within which WTB will

work with its partners to help them improve the quality of the cultural

tourism product and ensure its effective promotion.WTB’s specific role

will be as an enabling organisation supporting the providers of Cultural

Tourism products through, where appropriate, provision of advice, capital

and joint marketing scheme grants, and by the marketing of Wales as a

cultural tourism destination. It will not act, however, as deliverer or

provider of the cultural product.

Context
The context for this strategy is provided by three key strategy documents:

• Achieving our Potential – the national tourism strategy for Wales, one of

whose 4 strategic objectives is: “To embrace a sustainable approach to

tourism development which benefits society, involves local communities

and enhances Wales’ unique environment and cultural assets.”

• Creative Future, Cymru Greadigol – A Cultural Strategy for Wales

Amongst the policy priorities is to use our distinctive culture and its

achievements to improve the international perception of Wales to raise

its profile. It proposes the development of a Cultural Tourism Strategy

and a strategy for attracting major events to Wales.

Valle Crucis Abbey,
near Llangollen
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• A Winning Wales – Welsh Assembly Government National Economic

Development Strategy recognises the need for Wales to be a country

which has a distinctive and creative culture with bilingualism a growing

reality.This strategy sets the target of increasing tourism expenditure 

by an average of at least 6% per annum over the 10-year life of 

the strategy.

The Market
The market for cultural tourism is divided into those for whom cultural

tourism is the principal motivation for their trip, accounting for up to 

0.3 million staying visitor trips per annum from within the UK, the 

so-called niche markets, and those who undertake cultural tourism

activities whilst on holiday which can represent up to 35% of UK holiday

trips (2.45 million). In the case of overseas visitors, over 80% 

(0.8 million +) undertake a cultural tourism activity as part of their holiday.

The most popular activity is visiting heritage sites (castles, churches,

historic houses, ancient monuments) followed by visiting artistic or

heritage exhibits (museums and galleries etc.) The least popular activity is

watching the performing arts, though this may be a reflection of the lack

of opportunity.

The prime market segments for visitors watching the performing arts 

are empty nesters and the affluent early retired. Heritage sites and

artistic/heritage exhibits have a somewhat broader appeal, attracting

families and empty nesters/early retired, with a bias towards upper 

socioeconomic groups.

In terms of overseas markets, visiting heritage sites, museums and 

galleries are important motivators in the decision to visit the UK and a

high percentage of overseas visitors undertake such a visit as part of their

holiday in Wales. Relatively few, however, attend performing arts events.

The socioeconomic and demographic trends indicate that both within 

the UK and the target overseas markets, the proportion of the population

who are likely to be interested in undertaking cultural tourism activities

whilst on holiday is likely to grow.

There is, therefore, potential to grow both the niche markets whose main

purpose is undertaking cultural activities and the attendance at cultural

sites and events by the general visitor.

Plas Mawr, Conwy
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The Product
The cultural tourism product is extremely diverse, ranging from heritage

sites and museums to concerts and festivals and events which are

quintessentially Welsh, eg. Eisteddfodau.

Whilst Wales has a very extensive heritage product, with two registered

World Heritage Sites (the castles of Beaumaris, Caernarfon, Conwy,

Harlech, and town walls of Caernarfon and Conwy, and the Industrial

Landscape of Blaenavon) not enough is done at present to interpret the

‘big picture’ of Wales’ distinctive indigenous culture and language to the

visitor. Few heritage attractions cater for French and German visitors

(two of our primary overseas markets) in terms of interpreting sites and

exhibits in their native languages.Visitor research also indicates that more

needs to be done to make visits appealing to families.

More needs to be done to interpret the complex interrelationship

between culture and landscape and rural traditions. In this context, the

proposal by National Trust and Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) 

to compile a Cultural Atlas of Wales is to be welcomed and could enable

more local communities to interpret their own heritage and folklore to

the visitor.

Festivals and events can help spread the benefits of tourism geographically

and seasonally, but their organisers require greater support in terms of

advice and training to improve their professionalism. Only a limited

number of high profile festivals, such as the Hay Festival, attract significant

numbers of visitors.

The building of the Wales Millennium Centre in Cardiff will provide Wales

with a performing arts venue that can compete with the best in the world

and offers to do for performing arts what the Millennium Stadium has

done for sport in terms of Wales’ profile.

Wales is failing to deliver on the attributes of ‘Land of Legend and

Mystery’ and ‘Land of Music, Song and Poetry.’ We need to make Welsh

indigenous culture more accessible to visitors, particularly those from

overseas.The National Eisteddfod and the Urdd Eisteddfod have an

important role to play in this.

Blaenavon Cottages 
and Ironworks

Caernarfon Castle



The Vision

That Wales be recognised internationally as a destination
offering a quality cultural tourism experience based on its
unique culture which forms an essential part of the overall
tourism experience.

Achieving the Vision
To achieve this vision, the following thematic programmes are proposed:

Improving visitor accessibility to Welsh culture

To make the culture of Wales more accessible to all visitors and to add

value to the total visitor experience.To be achieved by the following actions:

• Promotion of a Sense of Place toolkit targeted at tourism businesses.

• Initiatives to help reinforce Sense of Place in the public realm.

• WTB and Arts Council for Wales (ACW) to encourage the cultural

sector to participate in the WTB Destination Management System.

• Regional Tourism Partnerships (RTPs) with Local Authorities and

tourism associations to develop area-based training programmes to

improve the tourist industry’s knowledge of local Welsh culture.

• Welcome Host Wales to be encouraged to develop and promote a 

new customer service training programme with an emphasis on 

Welsh culture.

• WTB, with Tourism Training Forum for Wales, to explore with 

Higher Education and Further Education sectors the scope for ensuring

that all tourism courses within Wales include specific course content 

on the culture and language of Wales.

• Tourism Training Forum for Wales to facilitate development and

provision of training courses for festival and events organisers.

• Cultural and tourism attractions and events to be encouraged

to signpost visitors to similar attractions and events.

• WTB with National Museums and Galleries of Wales

(NMGW), Cadw and Council of Museums in Wales

(CMW) to investigate the scope for developing 

a number of strategic attractions as cultural gateways

for the understanding and enjoyment of authentic

indigenous Welsh culture.

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y
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Above: Llancaiach Fawr, Nelson
Below: Big Pit Mining Museum,
Pontypool
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Improving the quality of the visitor experience

Helping to ensure that there is a quality authentic tourism product 

which meets and exceeds visitor expectations, to be achieved by the

following actions:

• To encourage the introduction of French and German interpretation

facilities at our principal cultural attractions by 2005.

• To encourage attraction operators in the private and independent trust

sectors to provide Welsh-medium interpretation.

• WTB to compile database of accommodation where Welsh is spoken to

promote to Welsh learners.

• WTB to implement a 5-year Action Plan to develop the tourism

potential of the industrial heritage of South Wales.

• WTB to encourage the development of heritage interpretation along

cycle and walking trails and provide, where appropriate, capital grant

assistance.

• WTB to explore with CCW, Cadw and the National Trust the

development of a website linked to the Destination Management System

to interpret the cultural landscape.

• WTB to build up an enhanced database on the Destination Management

System of centres interpreting rural crafts and traditions and of 

sheep-dog trials, livestock and farmers’ markets etc.

• WTB to support NMGW, Pembrokeshire Coast National Park and

Pembrokeshire County Council in developing a Gallery of Art and the

Landscape.

• The ACW, BBC, HTV, S4C and Welsh National Opera, with WTB, to

investigate the feasibility of capitalising on the tourism potential of the

Musical Nation concept.

• WTB to explore the scope with the ACW and Trac (folk development

for Wales) for launching a ‘Traditional Music and Tourism Initiative’ for

Wales to improve visitor access to traditional music.

• WTB to promote opportunities for visitors to attend storytelling

festivals and events.

• WTB, with ACW and RTPs, to organise regional seminars on cultural

tourism to bring tourism operators and cultural product providers

together to explore how they can work together in the future for 

mutual benefit.

International Musical Eisteddfod,
Llangollen
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• WTB to support events in Wales in accordance with the strategic

framework for event-led tourism.

• WTB to play a full role in supporting the implementation of Welsh

Assembly Government’s emerging Major Events Strategy.

• WTB to explore with the organisers of the National Eisteddfod and the

Urdd Eisteddfod how these hallmark events could be made more

accessible and promoted to the visitor.

• WTB to explore the scope for providing Son et Lumière events at major

historic sites.

Raising the profile of Wales as a cultural 
tourism destination

This will be achieved through the following actions:

• WTB will support the all-Wales approach of Cardiff ’s bid to become

European Capital of Culture 2008.

• WTB will provide an increasing emphasis in its main marketing

campaigns to the cultural tourism product whenever appropriate.

Understanding the characteristics and 
needs of the cultural tourist

This will be achieved by:

• WTB with ACW, Cadw and NMGW will commission research to

improve the identification and the understanding of the needs and

motivations of the cultural tourism markets, along with their economic

potential.

Implementation
WTB will establish a partnership as a working party of Cymru’n Creu

involving ACW, Cadw, NMGW,WLGA,WDA and CMW to coordinate 

the implementation of the strategy and monitor its effectiveness.

To assist in the coordination of the strategy and service the working

party,WTB will seek, with its principal partners, to fund and appoint a 

Cultural Tourism Coordinator.

Abergavenny Food Festival
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1 Introduction

1.1 The uniqueness of Wales’ history, language, culture and way of life are

distinctive tourism assets. People are now looking for an experience, not

a destination, and expect authenticity.Visitors go to a country to

experience its reality and will soon lose interest in any features of culture

which are obviously false and manufactured.

1.2 The main aim of the Cultural Tourism Strategy and associated Action Plan

is to produce a framework for action by the Wales Tourist Board (WTB)

and its partners in the tourism and cultural industries which will help

visitors to access and experience the various aspects of Welsh culture.

1.3 This strategy seeks to identify how the tourism and cultural sectors can

work together for mutual benefit. There are natural links between the

tourism and cultural sectors and effective collaboration through

partnership action can achieve clear advantage for Wales.

The strategy does not address sports tourism, which will be the subject

of a separate focused Sports Tourism Strategy to be launched for

consultation purposes in the spring of 2003.

The strategy is intended to provide a framework within which WTB will

work with its partners to help them improve the quality of the cultural

tourism product and ensure its effective promotion.WTB’s specific role

will be as an enabling organisation supporting the providers of Cultural

Tourism products through, where appropriate, provision of advice, capital

and joint marketing scheme grants and by the marketing of Wales as a

cultural tourism destination. It will not act, however, as a deliverer or

provider of the cultural product.

Definitions
Culture

1.4 WTB has adopted the definition of culture put forward in the National 

Assembly for Wales report on Arts and Culture, A Culture in Common.

“Culture consists of all distinctive spiritual, material,
intellectual and emotional features which characterise 
a society or group.”
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Cultural Tourism

In practical terms, all aspects of Welsh culture make up the 1.5
cultural tourism product of Wales including:

Performing, visual and literary arts, museums, built and social
heritage, historic landscapes and gardens, crafts, architecture,
design, film, religion, broadcasting, food and sport. Included in
these are the Welsh and English languages, traditional,
contemporary and emerging, professional and amateur forms
of cultural expression.

The emphasis needs to be on identifying how Wales’ cultural assets can 1.6
be presented and made more understandable, relevant, accessible and

enjoyable to the benefit of tourists and locals alike.

The importance of the culture of Wales in establishing a Sense of Place 1.7
and arousing the curiosity and sense of adventure of visitors cannot be

overstated.The existence of a thriving and dynamic culture in all its

various aspects throughout Wales is of huge benefit to the tourism

industry.

The challenge facing the tourism industry is to present Wales as a 1.8
dynamic, modern country and to promote easy access to all aspects of

cultural life in Wales, including the traditional, contemporary and emerging

forms of cultural expression.

Vision Statement

Wales is recognised internationally as a visitor destination
offering a quality Cultural Tourism Experience, based on its
unique culture which forms an essential part of the overall
tourism experience.

Consultation

A consultation paper Towards a Cultural Tourism Strategy was issued in 1.9
September 2001 and the list of organisations and individuals who

commented is set out in Appendix 1 to this Report.These comments have

been taken into account in the finalisation of this strategy.
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2 The Policy Context

2.1 Tourism Strategy for Wales

The Tourism Strategy for Wales ‘Achieving our Potential’ sets out the

vision for the tourism industry:

“A mature, confident and prosperous industry which is
making a vital and increasing contribution to the economic,
social, cultural and environmental well-being of Wales by
achieving sustainable growth through effective coordination
and collaboration at all levels in the industry.”

Achieving our Potential calls for the preparation and implementation of a

cultural tourism strategy for Wales, recognising that this will require a

partnership approach to delivery.

The uniqueness of Wales’ history, language, culture and way of life are

distinctive assets which are essential to sustaining a well-balanced tourism

industry.Tourism has a major role to play in developing a distinctive

identity for Wales through the active promotion of its rich cultural

diversity which, in turn, will support cultural regeneration in all parts 

of Wales.

2.2 Creative Future Cymru Greadigol
A Culture Strategy for Wales

In January 2002, the Welsh Assembly Government published its strategy

for the future of culture in Wales. It sets out a clear vision for 2010.

By 2010,Wales will be, and be known to be, a nation whose culture:

• is indivisible from the rest of its living

• is rich, distinctive and creative

• is both diverse and shared

• treasures its bilingualism as a growing reality

• nurtures and cherishes imagination, innovation and excellence

• nurtures imaginatively the talents of the young

• enables the arts, sport and creative industries to thrive at every level

• supports a creative approach to the promotion and public

understanding of science

• ensures a ready outlet for the creativity of us all, individuals 

and communities
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• ensures equality of access for all to participate

• is the springboard for both individual fulfilment and collective

prosperity.

Amongst the policy priorities to realise the vision is the need to use our

distinct culture and its achievements to improve the international

perception of Wales to raise its profile. Each of the policy priorities will

be implemented via an action plan.

The strategy identifies WTB as the lead body to take forward the

following actions:

• To develop a Cultural Tourism Strategy, supported by our partners in

Cymru’n Creu.

• To develop a strategy for attracting major events to Wales.This will

involve sport and arts events but also craft fairs and major international

conferences.

• To create a new Destination Management System on the web.

A Winning Wales 2.3

The Welsh Assembly Government’s, National Economic Development

Strategy, A Winning Wales seeks to achieve:

“… a prosperous Welsh economy that is dynamic, inclusive
and sustainable, based on successful innovative businesses
with highly skilled, well motivated people.”

A Winning Wales recognises the need for Wales to be a country which has

a distinctive and creative culture with bilingualism a growing reality. It

wants to promote a positive and confident image of Wales both externally

and internally.

“We have a rich and diverse culture and heritage which adds
to the quality of life and provides a wide range of economic
opportunities.”

The Strategy seeks to support rural Wales by strengthening the

contribution of tourism to the rural economy and cultural tourism has a

vital role to play in this through developing the tourism potential of the

rural heritage and events.
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One of the Strategy’s priorities is to “… establish Wales in the World” and it

commits the Welsh Assembly Government to:

• “build on our recent successes in attracting major events to Wales by

developing and implementing a National Events Strategy

• develop a clear international branding of Wales as a location attractive both

to business and to tourism, and a more concerted effort to enhance Wales’

image overseas

• implement ‘Achieving Our Potential – A National Tourism Strategy for Wales’

which provides a more focused approach to tourism, presenting the culture,

heritage and environment as key strengths.”

The Strategy sets the target of increasing tourism expenditure by an

average of at least 6% per annum over the 10-year period of the Strategy.

Beaumaris Castle
Opposite: Cardiff Bay
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3.0 The Market for Cultural Tourism

3.1 Introduction

Wales currently attracts in the region of 10 million UK staying visitors

and 1 million overseas visitors per year and, when leisure day visitors are

taken into account, generates more than £2 billion in visitor spend.

Tourism supports in the region of 100,000 jobs in the Welsh economy.

3.2 The Existing Market

In order to assess the market potential for cultural tourism, it is

necessary to understand the size and characteristics of the existing

market and to consider how future influences are likely to shape the scale

and nature of demand.

UK Market

The following table provides an indication of the size of the UK market

for cultural tourism holidays in Wales:

It is clear that only a relatively small proportion of UK visitors are

motivated to holiday in Wales to pursue a particular cultural activity.

Many more undertake these activities as part of their overall holiday

experience.The most popular cultural tourism activity is to visit a

heritage site (castle, monument, church etc) followed by a visit to artistic

or heritage exhibits (museums, art galleries, heritage centres).

It is not straightforward to place a value on the contribution of cultural

tourism to the Welsh economy. On the basis of the above figures, the

expenditure generated by UK visitors, whose main purpose in visiting 

Table 3.1 UK Cultural Tourism Market to Wales

Activity as main Activity pursued on holiday
purpose of holiday (not main purpose)

1997/1999*

Activity Trips Spend Trips Spend

Watching performing arts 69,000 £9.05m 185,000 £27m

Visiting Heritage Sites 162,000 £24.1m 1,342,666 £247m

Visiting Artistic or 69,000 £13.5m 439,000 £94m
Heritage Exhibits

* Source: United Kingdom Tourism Survey 3-year rolling average figures
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Wales is motivated by cultural interests, is approximately £47m. But it is

difficult to isolate the economic impact of cultural tourism, as culturally

related activities are enjoyed by almost every visitor to Wales.

It is important to understand the socioeconomic and demographic

characteristics of UK visitors who undertake cultural tourism activities in

Wales. Analysis by type of activity based on UKTS is set out in Appendix

2 to the Report.

The principal characteristics to note are:

• strong bias towards the ABC1 social class categories

• 55-plus empty nesters were the most common group, except in the 

case of heritage sites where the 35– 44 age group with children were 

the most common, though the 55-plus were the second most 

common group

• watching the performing arts and visiting artistic or heritage exhibits

were more popular with women than men

• attendances at festivals are predominantly by local residents with only

8% travelling further than 50 miles away, according to a survey by British

Arts Festivals Association.

Overseas Markets

The following table provides an indication of the importance of culture to

overseas market:

Table 3.2 Importance of cultural activities 
to overseas visitors to UK 1996

% Leisure visitors % Important decision
participated in to visit

Activity 1996

Visiting Heritage Sites 63 37

Visiting Museums & Galleries 51 29

Attending Theatre, Opera, Ballet & Cinema 32 18

Attending Classical Music Concert 6 3

Attending Pop Music Concert 4 2

Source: Overseas Visitor Survey 1996

St Govans Chapel,
Pembrokeshire
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The Overseas Visitors to Wales 2000 Survey identified that 86% of

visitors questioned had visited a heritage site (castle, monuments,

churches) whilst only 45% had visited arts/heritage exhibits (museums and

galleries) and only 9% had watched a performing arts event.Visiting

heritage sites was described as the main activity of their holiday by 58%

of Americans, 47% of Australians and 49% of other long haul markets but

only 32% of Germans and 27% of Dutch visitors.

The survey indicated that whilst WTB has promoted Wales as the 

“land of music , song and poetry” and “land of legend and mystery”,

overseas visitors generally felt that Wales had failed to deliver in 

either of these areas.

3.3 Market Trends

Tourism is becoming increasingly competitive. Newly emerging tourism

destinations in Asia, the Americas and Eastern Europe have made it

increasingly difficult for relatively mature destinations such as the UK to

maintain their market share of global tourism.

There are also competing destination areas within the UK.Wales and

specific tourism regions within Wales will be in direct competition for UK

and overseas visitors, not only with London, but also with Scotland, the

Lake District, the West Country and many other areas. Ireland is also a

major competitor in this field.

The following demographic and socioeconomic factors are generally likely

to have a positive impact on the demand for cultural tourism products:

• Ageing population in most key source markets

In Europe, the key changes to the age structure of the population until

2010 are:

- rapid decrease in the 25–34 age group by 15%

- strong increase in the number of those in the “family life state” 

35–44 age group

- rapid increase in the 55–64 age group (55+ age group will increase 

by 10%, 60+ by 22%)

- the 65+ group are projected to grow by 54%
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The middle age groups have a greater propensity to visit cultural

attractions and events.

• Increasing affluence

The ABC1 groups are predicted to increase as a proportion of the UK

population, whilst the C2 & D groups will decline in number.

• Time pressures

Time is becoming more valuable. Generally, we are increasingly cash rich

and time poor.Work and personal pressures are increasing and there

are more ways to spend limited leisure time.The resultant higher values

being placed on free time leads to enhanced expectations and a demand

for greater value for money.

• Increased stress 

Linked to pressures on time and the greater demands placed upon us,

modern lifestyle engenders high levels of stress. People will, therefore,

seek ways of protecting themselves and escaping their everyday lives.

This will lead to a continuation of the trend towards frequent short,

additional holidays.These will often be purchased on impulse with

shorter lead times.

• Hedonism 

MORI has identified a trend towards discerning hedonism.This has led

to a trend towards self-development, learning new skills, attending

classes and interest in the arts.

• Increasing consumer sophistication

The sophisticated consumer is also a more demanding consumer.

All elements of the holiday experience will need to be tailored towards

individual market segments and increasingly individual clients.

• Use of the Internet

Forester Research predict that the online travel market in the UK 

will reach £3.7 billion by 2005 from £592m in 2000.

The Cultural Tourist 3.4 

The World Travel Organisation1 has estimated that 37% of all trips have a

cultural element and that the growth rate in trips of this kind was

estimated at 15% annually during the 1990s.

As discussed earlier, the majority of visitors undertake visits to cultural

tourist sites or events as part of their general visit rather than as their

main purpose, where the visitor is likely to be seeking a deeper cultural

experience.

1Source: British Tourism Authority Cultural Tourism – How you can benefit
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This latter group is a relatively small proportion of visitors and care has

to be taken not to overestimate the size of this market. In the case of

Wales, it represented 3% of domestic holiday visitors or circa 300,000

trips based on three year rolling averages of UKTS data for 1997–99.

There have been various attempts to try and categorise the cultural

tourist. A useful classification is:

• the culturally motivated tourist

• the culturally inspired tourist

• the culturally attracted tourist.

These categories can be blurred, with the same individual possibly being

in a different category when travelling on business, with the whole family

or as a couple and/or at different times in the life cycle. A brief

description of these categories is provided in the following paragraphs:

1 Culturally motivated tourist
The culturally motivated tourist selects a holiday on the basis of the

cultural opportunities it offers.This group represents less than 5% of

staying visitors. Such tourists are motivated by a higher than average

learning opportunity or significant event.

They are often best reached through the cultural rather than travel pages

of the newspapers. Examples of the types of holiday taken by such visitors

would be a week at the Hay Festival or a tour of Edward I castles in

North Wales. Guaranteed availability of tickets for the selected event is a

pre-requisite of booking the trip.

They are generally high yield, middle to high-income visitors who spend

several nights at a destination.Whilst not large in numbers, their high

spending characteristics make them valuable visitors to attract.They are

frequently on retirement incomes and/or the cultural break is a second or

third holiday.

2 Culturally inspired tourist

The culturally inspired tourist visits an internationally famous historic or

cultural centre or site as a once in a lifetime event and is difficult to

motivate for a return trip.This group can be motivated at least for one

visit by specialist cultural themes.

Harlech Castle, North Wales
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They tend to try and cram as much in as possible and frequently spend as

little time and money as they can on a single destination.They are seeking

to collect famous destinations and sites rather than seek an

understanding of them.

3 Culturally attracted tourist

While on a beach or activity holiday, taking a short break or attending a

conference, this visitor can be readily attracted to a museum, historic site,

concert, exhibition or other cultural event. Some will, at other times of

the year, fall back into one of the other two categories of cultural

tourists. It is probably in this category that the majority of visitors

attending cultural events or visiting cultural sites fall.

WTB Target Markets 3.5 

WTB’s Strategic Marketing Action Plan for 2001–2005 has undertaken a

detailed analysis of the potential markets relevant to Wales and has

identified the following primary and secondary market segments in the

UK and Overseas UK Market.

UK Markets

Primary Secondary

• affluent early retired • pre-family professional

• affluent empty nesters • risers

• better off families

Overseas markets

Category A

• USA – segments: boomers (1960s baby boomers, seniors and 

empty nesters.

• Germany – segments: dual income, no kids, empty nesters

• Holland – segments: seniors, empty nesters
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Category B

• Ireland • France • Belgium • Australia

• Canada • Japan • New Zealand

Category C

• Italy • Spain • South Africa

• Eastern Europe • Scandinavia

• Middle East • South East Asia

• South America • Austria • Switzerland

WTB will continue to monitor these primary and secondary markets and

seek to obtain a greater understanding of their motivations for visiting

Wales and their likes/dislikes about their cultural experiences in Wales.

In terms of the Category C markets,WTB will leave much of the work 

to BTA.
Tintern Abbey
in the Wye Valley
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Branding 3.6 

There is a commitment by the Welsh Assembly Government to address

Wales’ image problems and a very clear desire to reflect the newly found

dynamism and spirit within Wales in presenting an attractive and

distinctive image for Wales.WTB will evolve its branding strategy in line

with an agreed overall Branding Strategy for Wales.

WTB has developed its UK brand positioning as ‘Natural Revival’ based on

research which indicated that people were seeking an escape and relief

from the stresses and strains of modern living, particularly urban living.

Whilst it was clear that many destinations can offer relief from everyday

stresses,Wales’ proximity, combined with the beautiful, natural

environment, was strong enough to position Wales as the perfect antidote

to the stresses of modern life.

More recent research has shown that the natural beauty of Wales is now

better acknowledged and that Wales is seen as a great place to escape,

but potential visitors still need greater reassurances. Is there enough to

do? As a result the key creative theme for the next three years will be

‘Wales – The Big Country’.

This campaign will seek to capture the bigness of spirit and emotion

inspired by the people and landscape of Wales.

The campaign portrays Wales as a country of discovery, communicating

‘big’ emotions such as passion, creativity and inspiration. It will convey

welcome and humour and show plenty of stimulation for visitors.

In the overseas markets, research has indicated that there is still a lack of

understanding about what Wales represents as a country and offers as a

tourist destination. Research established that the key positive attributes

were:

• The natural environment.

• The unique culture and heritage – important in creating a point of

difference from other countries within the UK. Overseas visitors are

generally more interested in the Welsh language and Celtic links.

• The Welsh people – authenticity is essential.

• Legends and Myths – the mysterious and Celtic nature of Wales seem

to have strong resonance with target markets.

The brand positioning of ‘Inspiring Recreation’ has been selected for

international communication. It draws on many of the same attributes as

natural revival but allows greater expression of Welshness.
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For all overseas markets,WTB has used ‘Land of Nature and Legend’ as

being the most powerful way to reflect the real meaning of ‘Inspiring

Recreation’. It is clear that a well-developed cultural tourism product is

required to ensure the delivery of the promise.

3.7 Conclusions

The number of visitors from the UK who undertake a cultural tourism

activity as their main purpose of the holiday is relatively small, in the

range of 270,000 to 300,000 per year, and generates c.£47 million per

annum in visitor expenditure.

A far greater number of visitors, however, undertake cultural tourism

visits or activities as part of their overall holiday experience, the most

popular of these being visiting heritage sites, followed by visiting artistic

or heritage exhibits (museums and galleries etc).The least popular activity

is watching the performing arts but this may be a reflection of the lack of

opportunity.

The prime market segments for visitors watching performing arts 

are empty nesters and the affluent early retired. Heritage sites and 

artistic and heritage exhibits have a somewhat broader appeal attracting

families and empty nesters/early retired, with a bias towards upper

socioeconomic groups.

In terms of overseas markets, visiting heritage sites, museums and galleries

are important motivators in the decision to visit the UK and a high

percentage of overseas visitors undertake such a visit as part of their

holiday in Wales. Relatively few however attend performing arts events.

Trends indicate that both within the UK and overseas markets, the

proportion of the population who are likely to be interested in

undertaking cultural tourism activities whilst on holiday is likely to grow.

Opposite:
National Botanic 
Garden of Wales
Great Glasshouse
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4.0 The Cultural Tourism Product 

4.1 Introduction

The Cultural Tourism product is extremely diverse, ranging from heritage

sites and museums to concerts and festivals.This chapter seeks to provide

an overview of the existing product and discusses the deficiencies of the

existing product from a tourism perspective, utilising the findings of the

2000 Overseas Visitors to Wales and the 2001 UK Visitors to Wales

research surveys, where visitors were asked to rate their satisfaction

levels with specific tourism products. A summary of the findings is

included in Appendix 3.

If the full potential for cultural tourism is to be realised, then it is

essential that the product meets the needs and expectations of the

cultural tourist.

4.2 Heritage Sites: castles, monuments, churches, etc.

Visiting Heritage sites is the most popular cultural tourism activity for

both UK and overseas visitors. Collectively, there were 2 million visits to

castles, historic houses and monuments in 2000.

The most popular sites were the castles of Caernarfon, Cardiff and

Conwy.Wales is well endowed with historic monuments, castles and

churches ranging from prehistoric chamber tombs such as the Bryn Celli

Ddu in Anglesey, to monuments from the industrial revolution, such as

Blaenavon Ironworks.Wales has two registered World Heritage Sites, the

castles of Edward I in North Wales (Conwy, Caernarfon, Harlech,

Beaumaris and the town walls of Caernarfon and Conwy) and the

industrial landscape of Blaenavon.

Our ecclesiastical architecture may not match that of England and our

cathedrals and churches are generally smaller than those of our

neighbours, reflecting the lower population and less prosperous nature of

medieval Wales. Nevertheless, they provide a rich resource for the visitor,

often being set in outstanding landscapes.

During two periods of history,Wales made major cultural contributions

which were of world significance. During the Dark Ages, Celtic

Christianity provided major centres of learning and, at the end of the

18th Century to mid 19th Century,Wales became the first industrial

nation and acted as a powerhouse for the industrial revolution.

The heritage sector is dominated by Cadw, who manage approximately

127 properties in state care, and the National Trust, who operate 

17 historic properties and sites.

Conwy Castle
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To develop the tourism potential of this rich heritage requires effective

interpretation which helps bring history to life through use of visual

images, where appropriate audio-guides and living history demonstrations.

Greater use of multi-lingual interpretation at our major heritage sites is

required.There is a need for the visitor to be able to get an overview of

Welsh history to better understand the context of the individual heritage

sites that they visit.

Blaenavon, a World Heritage Site

In November 2000 the small town of Blaenavon, which played such a large

part in shaping the modern world, was awarded World Heritage Status. Its

landscapes tell the story of coalmining, ironmaking and transportation

during the Industrial Revolution.The Blaenavon World Heritage

Committee is made up of many enthusiastic and committed voluntary

groups within the town. One of their successful initiatives has been the

staging of a Son et Lumière, entitled ‘Recasting the Past’, which brought

back to life the historic furnaces through the use of lights, pyrotechnics

and other special effects, ending with a spectacular firework finale. Other

elements of the event included musical entertainment, historical costume

parade, crafts and antiques fair,Welsh dancing and a ‘Family History

Gathering’ where stories were recorded and archived on a database for

future generations.

Ironworks and Cottages,
Blaenavon
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4.3 Artistic and Heritage Exhibits/Museums & Galleries 

Collectively there are 2.7 million visits to museums and galleries in Wales.

The sector is dominated by the National Museums and Galleries of Wales

with a total of 8 sites which, in total, accounted for 48% of visitors 

in 2001.

The introduction of free entry at the NMGW sites in 2001 has seen a

dramatic rise in visitor attendances, particularly at the most popular sites

of the Museum of Welsh Life and the National Museum building at

Cathays Park.

There are some 35 museums run by local authorities, a further 12 run by

independent trusts and 5 by private operators, on the list of attractions

providing figures to WTB in 2001. Local authorities provide the backbone

of local and regional museum services. Some local authority museums

have always had free entry, others have recently introduced free entry in

response to the NMGW initiative and still others have charges,

particularly where there is a strong attraction element.

A review of Galleries and Permanent Exhibition Spaces in Wales for the

Arts Council of Wales 2 found that some 250 organisations in Wales

classified themselves as galleries.These divide into public galleries, some

of which hold collections of art which exist primarily to work with living

artists, exhibition spaces which promote works of art essentially through

display and private galleries which exist primarily to sell the work of

artists directly from the artist’s studio.

Above: Midday, L’Estaque 
by Paul Cézanne
Below: Turner House Gallery,
Penarth
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The review estimated that, excluding the NMGW, the sector employs

between 400 and 500 people, attracts over 3 million visitors a year and

has a turnover of £7.2 million.

Compared with the other home countries, expenditure per capita is 30%

below that of England and 42% below that of Scotland, largely due to

lower support from local authorities and businesses.

Amongst the sector’s weaknesses identified were the inability to tour

exhibitions effectively and lack of capacity and skill to increase visitor

numbers.

Currently there is little scope outside of the National Museum at Cathays

Park to hold major retrospective exhibitions of artists of international

stature in Wales.

The Review proposed a national strategy to be delivered through four

tiers of provision:

In June 2002, the National Museums and Galleries of Wales issued a

consultation paper Views of the future on redefining NMGW’s approach to

the display of the collections of art which it holds in trust for the nation.

This paper referred to the Stage 1 Review and sought views on a number

of proposals for the future display of the NMGW art collection.

The proposals of particular relevance to Cultural Tourism were:

• To establish a network of venues around Wales which exchange and

display art, creating a national gallery without walls.

• Creating a digital ‘online national gallery’.

• To improve public understanding and appreciation of art within NMGW.

2 A review of Galleries and Permanent Exhibition Spaces in Wales, David Pratley Associates, 2001

Tier 1 A National Museum of Modern Art. Probably based in Cardiff through 

the building of a National Gallery wing in Cathays Park.

Tier 2 Regional galleries, up to six in number, which would operate a minimum 

of six exhibitions per year.

Tier 3 Local exhibition spaces run by local authorities, colleges and independent 

companies whose operating costs would be met by their owners.

Tier 4 Independent galleries – small galleries which promote contemporary work.

Above: Museum of the Welsh Woollen
Industry, Drefach Felindre
Below: Roman Legionary 
Museum, Caerleon

Table 4.1 Proposed National Strategy
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• Develop thematic presentations at the National Museum and Gallery

that reinterpret the national art collections.

• Creation of a standalone national gallery. Options included creating a

regional gallery outside Cardiff, creating a new gallery in Cardiff on a

separate site from the existing National Museum and Gallery and

creating a gallery as the north wing of the existing Cathays Park

building.

Currently, proposals are being progressed for a new gallery to house the

Graham Sutherland Collection in St David’s, which would have the

broader theme of art and the landscape.

The Guggenheim in Bilbao has demonstrated the impact that a major art

collection housed in a stunning icon building can have.This gallery now

generates a million visitors a year for a destination which previously

tourists only passed through from the ferry. Similarly, the Tate at St Ives is

a popular attraction with 180,000 a year which has helped to regenerate

the resort. Is there scope for Wales to secure an internationally-

renowned collection and house it in an icon building to achieve a 

similar impact?

Evolution of Wales Exhibition
at the National Museum &
Gallery, Cardiff 
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Art Attracts

The ‘Tate Modern effect’ in London and the ‘Guggenheim effect’ in Bilbao

have been well documented. Less publicised but equally significant has

been the remarkable growth of a broad-based interest in contemporary

visual art across Europe and the UK, including Wales. In the same context,

another understated feature has been the part played by galleries and

exhibitions in attracting visitors to the towns or cities in which they are

situated. Oriel Mostyn Gallery in Llandudno has seen its profile rise to

that of a leading gallery in Wales. Its policy of showing exhibitions by top

living Welsh and international artists has attracted increasing

numbers of visitors and earned glowing reports from

The Guardian, which described it as “one of the

most adventurous contemporary art venues in

the country.” Year-on-year increases to a

record of 66,783 in 2001–02 are

complemented by research which indicates

that one-third of visitors are from outside

North Wales and that no less than 93% rate

the experience of visiting Oriel Mostyn as

‘Good’, ‘Very Good’ or ‘Excellent’. The gallery

has also attracted enthusiastic coverage in

leading travel guides, reinforcing the major

role it is playing in developing cultural tourism

in North Wales.

Above: ‘People like us’
Cardiff Bay
Below: Rodin’s sculpture of 
‘The Kiss’ at the National
Museum & Gallery, Cardiff

3 1
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4.4 Gardens 

The opening of the National Botanic Garden of Wales in the spring of

2000 raised Wales’ profile as a destination for those interested in garden

attractions. Apart from the National Botanic Garden,Wales has a number

of historic gardens open to the public including Bodnant, Chirk Castle,

Colby Woodland Garden and Powis Castle Gardens run by the National

Trust. Gardens owned and managed by local authorities include Duffryn

Gardens (Vale of Glamorgan), Gnoll Gardens (Neath Port Talbot), Bute

Park (Cardiff), Clyne Gardens (Swansea). A number of gardens are

participating in a marketing consortium, Premier Gardens Wales, to

promote their gardens. Collectively, gardens attracted over 400,000 paying

visitors in 2000, the most popular being the National Botanic Garden of

Wales with 192,000 visitors.

The Premier Gardens Wales

This marketing consortium is a collection of Wales’ leading gardens,

including the gardens and grounds surrounding National Trust properties

such as Powis Castle,Welshpool and Erddig,Wrexham. Until quite

recently,Wales’ outstanding gardens were a ‘best-kept’ secret.The opening

of the National Botanic Garden provided the perfect opportunity to

promote Wales’ horticultural excellence, to the benefit of all 11 gardens

in the Premier Gardens scheme. Marketing activities have included the

production of a colour brochure, website and newsletter.
Powis Castle

Chirk Castle gardens
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Landscape 4.5 

Visitor surveys have repeatedly demonstrated that the quality of our

landscape is the primary motivation for visitors coming to Wales.

With some 25% of the land area of Wales recognised for its exceptional

landscape quality, including three National Parks and five Areas of

Outstanding Natural Beauty, it is understandable that the landscape plays

an important role in visitors selecting Wales as their holiday destination.

The landscape itself has had a fundamental role to play in the evolution of

Welsh culture and in turn the present character of the landscape has

been shaped by the impact of the Welsh people and their culture. Rural

traditions such as hedge laying, building of dry-stone walls, the traditional

styles of Welsh farm buildings, livestock markets and sheepdog trials are

all of interest to the visitor.

The Countryside Council for Wales’ policy document ‘The Welsh

Landscape’ describes this complex interrelationship between culture and

landscape as follows:

“The natural, scenic and cultural dimensions of landscape
interact to inform our sense of place. Our sense of sight is
dominant in our perception of landscape. However, smell,
touch and sound all contribute to landscape appreciation.
Our reading of the landscape is also informed by our 
cultural background, as well as knowledge, personal and
professional interests.”

Above: Snowdonia National Park
Below: Walking in Llanbadrig
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Currently there are limited opportunities for the visitor to learn about

this complex interrelationship between landscape and culture in a manner

that paints the ‘big picture’.

The National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty have a vital

role to play in seeking to interpret this interrelationship to the visitor.

Particularly as National Parks’ purpose includes the promotion of

opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities

(of the Parks) by the public.The Register of Landscapes of Historic

Interest in Wales, produced by CCW, Cadw and ICOMOS UK, will help

local authorities and national park authorities identify those landscapes

which merit interpretation to the visitor. Local authorities are already

contributing to the interpretation of landscape through the provision of

trails, interpretive panels and maintaining rights of way.

The proposal to compile a ‘Cultural Atlas of Wales’ by the National Trust,

CCW and other partners to trace a community’s links with its land or

‘bro’ through associations, traditions, legends, local literature, art, building

styles, practical crafts etc, will complement the Register of Landscapes of

Historic Interest and provide a valuable resource for local interpretation

to the interested visitor.

A View of the Breacon Beacons

The Brecon Beacons Mountain Visitor Centre near Libanus provides a

thorough introduction to the landscapes of the National Park and its

major physical features. Interpretive displays explain the work of the Park

and the centre acts as an excellent source of information on outdoor

activities, walks and trails. It attracts a wide audience – casual visitors as

well as enthusiastic walkers, all of whom appreciate its location on a

grassy common with spectacular views across to Pen-y-fan, the highest

peak in South Wales.

Pen-y-Fan, Brecon Beacons

Three Cliffs Bay, the Gower,
Swansea 
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Built Environment 4.6 

The built environment plays an important role in helping to create a

sense of place.The distinctive architecture of some of the historic towns

and villages can provide fascinating places to explore full of visual interest.

Too often, however, they can be marred by bland modern buildings,

unsympathetic alterations to historic buildings, ubiquitous chain shop

fronts and street furniture bought off the shelf which can collectively

create the sense of being anywhere.

A high quality built environment cannot only help support tourism but

also provides a good place to live, work and play and makes it an

attractive place to invest.This requires sensitive conservation of our

historic and vernacular buildings, high quality modern architecture and

public arts initiatives such as those pursued in Cardiff Bay and Wrexham.

Distinctive purpose designed street furniture can play an important role

in creating a sense of place and offer opportunities for local

artists/designers, crafts people and manufacturers. Cadw,WDA and local

authorities provide grants to improve buildings and, in the latter case, for

signage and encouraging sensitive conversion of buildings. Local

authorities also have responsibility to improve the quality of buildings

through the planning process and many authorities have provided design

guides to assist this process.
Mermaid Quay, Cardiff Bay



Public Art in Cardiff Bay

Cardiff Bay Arts Trust is an independent public art consultancy which

enlivens urban regeneration schemes with the work of artists.The Cardiff

Bay project involved working with the people from Butetown in a series

of visual arts, photography and creative writing workshops.These formed

the basis of the Bute Street Public Art Programme, reflecting the theme

‘Butetown: Past, Present and Future’.Three lead artists worked with

residents, friends and a team of local artists to produce ideas and images

that fed directly into a permanent mile-long artwork for Bute Street.

Groups worked on sub-themes such as local landmarks and legends,

trade, language, friendships and home.These themes have now found their

way into the permanent fabric of Bute Street.The public artwork consists

of a series of 10 sections of ‘special paving’ forming a trail that meanders

from one side of the street to the other at key crossing points. Many of

the designs for the ‘special’ pavers were taken from participants’ drawings,

found objects or remembrances. Each of the sections begins with a

bollard feature, which signposts the works – each bollard is marked with

a Bute Street address and the name of a prominent business housed there

during the last century.
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Cardiff Bay
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4.7 Festivals and events

Festivals and events can provide a motivation for taking a short break

holiday.They can, if planned, help spread the benefits of tourism both

geographically and seasonally. International scale events such as the Rugby

World Cup, Ryder Cup and Hay Festival can play a significant role in

raising the profile of Wales as a visitor destination, through TV and other

media coverage. Research by the British Arts Festivals Association in

1998/99 indicated only 8% of British audiences at cultural festivals and

events travel further than 50 miles.The proportion of tourists attending

festivals and events will vary according to the profile and nature of the

festival/event with high profile events such as Hay attracting a relatively

high proportion of tourists.

A study by Stevens & Associates for the Arts Council of Wales 2001

identified the following:

• A high number of festivals started running during the 1990s.

• The main festival season runs from May to October.The festivals,

responding to their survey, run for an average 6.6 days.

• Mixed arts festivals and Eisteddfodau are the most numerous in Wales

followed by musical festivals.

• Music events are the most frequently featured (by 85% of festivals).

Other popularly featured events include literary, dance and drama

performances, arts and crafts exhibitions and workshops and music

workshops.

• Film and media arts are rarely featured.

• At least 1.2 million to 1.5 million people attend arts festivals in Wales.

• Most festivals (60%) relied exclusively on voluntary staff to organise and

run their programmes.

• The most important sources of income for arts festivals responding to

the survey were ticket sales, sponsorship and ACW grants.

• The majority of festivals (60%) operate at a loss with no funds to carry

forward to the following year.

• 30 festivals were identified as either national or international in status

and influence.The majority are of local or regional status.

The study recommended that the Arts Council for Wales identify a small

number of flagship festivals in association with WTB,WDA and local

authorities.

Wales at the Millennium Stadium

3 Festivals – Stevens & Associates 2001
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Llanwrtyd Wells – The ‘Town of Festivals’

Much in the way that Hay-on-Wye is now known as the ‘town of books’,

Llanwrtyd Wells has become the ‘town of festivals and events’. This

enterprising old spa town enjoys a new lease of life thanks to its inventive

– not to say bizarre – programme of annual events.There’s something

happening here throughout the year, from the ‘Saturnalia’ Roman Festival

in January to the ‘Real Ale Ramble’ in November. Llanwrtyd is most

famous for its headline-grabbing ‘International Bog Snorkelling’

championships and ‘Man versus Horse’ marathon. More conventionally,

it also hosts walking, mountain biking and cycling events which make the

most of the town’s magnificent location in a wildly beautiful part of Wales.
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Performing Arts Venues 4.8 

These provide the basic infrastructure for generally watching the

performing arts in Wales and often for arts festivals and events.There

have historically been a number of constraints on developing the full

tourism potential of the performing arts.

The product is changeable and sometimes unreliable.Tour operators

require a 4 to 6-months’ lead-time for information on performances and

performers which theatres often cannot supply.There are numerous

restrictions on ticket availability and there can be a reluctance to sell

large group bookings to the most popular events.Tour operators will also

be expecting tickets to be discounted, which can be difficult for some

venues.The majority of venues are funded either directly or indirectly by

local authorities whose first duty is to ensure that the needs of local

residents are met.

Nevertheless, tourism can help improve the financial viability of venues by

providing an additional income source so long as the venues seek to

market their products to the visitor as well as the local resident.

Linking performing arts venues to the WTB Destination Management

System would help improve the availability of tickets to visitors.

An audit of arts venues in Wales carried out by the ACW identified a

total of 295 venues, of which 33 were funded by ACW and a further 146

participated in the ACW ‘Night Out’ scheme.This audit revealed that:

• a number of venues required urgent capital investment to improve

facilities for both the public and performers

Wales Millennium Centre,
Cardiff Bay
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• difficulties in retaining and recruiting skilled staff because of

remuneration being inadequate

• respondents identified a significant capital investment need including

£3.7m to comply with Disability Discrimination legislation and £1.3m

for Health & Safety.

Wales has, until now, lacked a world-class performing arts venue, capable

of hosting West End type musicals and large scale operas.The building of

the Wales Millennium Centre, Cardiff will, with its 2,000 seater

auditorium, fill this gap and offers the opportunity to do for the

performing arts what the Millennium Stadium has done for sport. It will

also provide an opportunity to develop short break packages and enable

Wales to compete for this growth market.

The North Wales Theatre at Llandudno, opened in 1994, quickly

established itself as Wales’ premier receiving house and one of the top

theatres in Britain.This status enables the theatre to attract West End

musicals and shows, not to mention many other major performers and

performances. In 2001 the theatre received over a quarter of a million

visitors, 21% of whom were from outside North Wales and staying in

accommodation within the area.This reflects the theatre’s new role in

cultural tourism by working with over 50 hotels offering theatre breaks

throughout the year.This role is soon to be supported by a new cultural

breaks package involving museums and galleries throughout North Wales.

North Wales Theatre,
Llandudno
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Welsh Language and Culture 4.9

Welsh is one of the oldest languages within Europe. Although rooted in

the pre-Roman Celtic World, it is a vibrant living language. It provides a

unique differentiator with countries of the UK and underpins Wales’ claim

to be a separate nation within the United Kingdom.

Wales has a rich folklore and mythology associated with the language.

The strong Eisteddfod tradition is unique within the United Kingdom with

the National Eisteddfod being one of the largest annual cultural events in

the United Kingdom.

Research has demonstrated an interest, particularly from overseas

visitors, in the Welsh language and folklore.Yet the visitor has limited

contact with and access to this unique aspect of Welsh life. Nowhere in

Wales is the language and indigenous culture interpreted to the visitor in

a comprehensive manner (The Museum of Welsh Life interprets the

folklore tradition in its indoor galleries and Celtica, Machynlleth, provides

interpretation of the language and the ancient Celts) and the

opportunities to experience Welsh indigenous entertainment are limited.

The Welsh Assembly Government’s Culture Strategy includes an action

point for the NMGW to review the options for providing a one-stop

venue for an overview of Welsh history.The NMGW are proposing to

provide this overview of Welsh history, which will offer a holistic

interpretation of Welsh history and culture, at the Museum of Welsh Life

over the next five years.

A relatively low proportion of Welsh speakers are currently employed in

the tourism and hospitality sector.

There have been a number of initiatives in the past to strengthen the links

between the Welsh language and the hospitality industry, most notably the

Croesawiaith Programme implemented between 1997 and 2000 by

Menter a Busnes and sponsored by WTB and the EU Interreg Programme.

More than 100 businesses attended workshops on culture and business

and over 40,000 booklets were published promoting Welsh language

culture and an associated website established. A Croeso Cymru marketing

package for bilingual tourism operators was launched in 2000.

There is a need for those entering the industry to have a better

appreciation of the language and culture of Wales.

Local communities themselves are best placed to interpret their heritage

and culture to the visitor. A number of the Leader Groups in Wales have

undertaken projects of this nature in the past and could be encouraged in

the future.

Traditional Welsh Costume,
Museum of Welsh Life,
St Fagans
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Wales’ Celtic Heritage Revealed

Celtica at Machynlleth gives visitors a compelling insight into the Celtic

past and its influence on Welsh culture.Through the use of state-of-the-

art audiovisual techniques, visitors are taken back to the time of the

Celts.There’s a Celtic village in which characters tell their own stories

about life in Wales thousands of years ago.This leads on to the Vortex,

where myth and legend are used to build a bridge between the past and

the Wales of today.These experiences are backed up by an excellent

interpretive centre dedicated to Welsh and Celtic folklore and culture,

with displays, time charts, murals, books, photographs and replica

artefacts.

4.10 Crafts Sector

The opportunity to purchase locally produced, quality, authentic crafts

goods as souvenirs or gifts for friends is an integral part of the visitor

experience. Craft centres with demonstrations by craftspeople can

become visitor attractions in their own right.The Cultural Strategy has

charged the ACW and WDA with preparing a Craft Strategy to maximise

the economic potential of producing high value products, the potential

contribution to the tourism industry, our international profile, the

potential for a crafts trail and to provide a framework within which

individuals can work.

One initiative by Fforwm Crefft Cymru and funded by ELWa is to work

with the craft sector to design, test and kitemark an accreditation system

to promote professional recognition, lifetime learning and quality

standards. Such an initiative would help give the visitor greater confidence

in purchasing craft goods and would reduce the leaking of 

Celtica, Machynlleth
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money that might have been spent on quality Welsh products going into

purchases of imported souvenirs.

A socioeconomic study4 for the Craft Council indicated that the sector in

the UK as a whole was worth £400m, employing 25,000 people. Some

three quarters were sole traders, with 90% of their products being sold

through fairs or specialist shops.The principal rewards were identified as

job satisfaction, artistic fulfilment and a desirable lifestyle.

There are a number of craft-based visitor attractions in Wales where

visitors can learn and see demonstrations of crafts and also purchase

craft goods.There are 9 such attractions on the WTB attractions database

which collectively attracted 326,500 visitors in 2000, the most popular

being the Corris Craft Centre with 78,000 visitors. Local authorities often

provide craft events at the country parks they operate.

Craft Centres

Individual craft shops and workshops are thick on the ground 

throughout Wales. In some locations, a variety of craftspeople 

have joined forces. At Ruthin, Corris and Hay-on-Wye, for example,

there are purpose-built craft centres featuring the work of potters,

painters, woodturners, engravers, glassblowers and so on.These centres,

where visitors can not only browse and shop but also see craftspeople 

at work, have become popular attractions where general tourist

information is also available.

4 Cherry Ann Knot of Craftspeople in the UK

Corris Craft Centre and traditional
lovespoon from the Museum of
Welsh Life, St Fagans
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4.11 WTB support for the cultural tourism sector

Currently WTB supports cultural tourism through the 

following measures:

• Capital Grants

Available to heritage attractions, museums and arts/crafts centres.

Through its visitor amenity schemes,WTB supports bilingual signage and

shop fronts, townscape and town improvement schemes which reinforce

a Sense of Place.

During the period April 1998 to 31 March 2001 the following capital

grants were allocated in support of cultural tourism products:

• Support for Festivals and Events

WTB provides in the region of £65,000 per year to support national

events. Events sponsored during 2002/03 include National Eisteddfod,

Royal Welsh Show, Urdd Eisteddfod, Llangollen International Music

Eisteddfod, Hay Festival and Bryn Terfel’s Faenol Festival. In addition,

WTB provides marketing support for cultural events.Three events were

supported during 2002/03: Brecon Jazz Festival, International Festival of

Music Theatre and Bryn Terfel’s Faenol Festival at a cost of £50,000.

• General Marketing Support

The cultural tourism product is promoted via WTB’s main marketing

campaigns to the UK and Overseas. For instance, the current edition of

WTB’s main campaign brochure for the UK ‘A View of Wales’ has an

article “In Dylan’s Footsteps”.

Heritage Attractions £1,250,000

Arts/Crafts Centres £85,000

Bilingual Signage Schemes £50,000

Townscape Improvements £226,000

Shop front Signage and Town Scheme Improvements £247,000

Interpretation and Signage £84,000

Community Tourism Grants via Prince’s Trust £75,000

Table 4.2 Capital grants
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Cultural festivals and events are also promoted via the 

WTB website VisitWales.com.

There is also considerable support from our partner organisations,

local authorities, Arts Council for Wales, Cadw,WDA & NMGW.

• Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis

Based on the assessment of both the market and the product, a SWOT

analysis of the Welsh Cultural Tourism product was undertaken, the

findings of which are set out in Appendix 4.

The analysis indicated that more needs to be done to provide

opportunities for visitors to access and experience indigenous Welsh

culture, as this differentiates Wales from the rest of the UK.Wales

needs to create a greater sense of place in both our towns and villages

and within tourism business premises.The Wales Millennium Centre

offers the opportunity to significantly raise Wales’ profile as a cultural

tourism destination.
The Keep at Cardiff Castle 
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5.0 Strategic Principles and Vision

5.1 Strategic Vision

The main aim of the Cultural Tourism Strategy is to produce a framework

for partnership action by the Wales Tourist Board and its partners in the

tourism and cultural industries.

Vision Statement

Wales is recognised internationally as a visitor destination,
offering a quality cultural tourism experience based on our
unique and living culture which forms an essential part of the
overall tourism experience.

To achieve this vision the following thematic programmes are proposed:

1 Improving visitor accessibility to culture

To make the culture of Wales more accessible to all visitors and to add

value to the total visitor experience.

2 Improving the quality of the visitor experience

To ensure that there is a quality authentic cultural tourism product that

meets and exceeds visitor expectations.

3 Raising the profile of Wales as a cultural tourism destination

To support and encourage flagship events and festivals and to give an

increasing emphasis in our marketing on the cultural tourism product.

4 Understanding the characteristics and needs of the 

cultural tourist

To research visitor expectations and needs.

The following section outlines a partnership action plan aimed at

achieving these objectives.

Opposite:
Bodnant Gardens
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6.0 Strategy for Action

6.1 Thematic Programme 1:
Improving visitor accessibility to Welsh culture

Wales is promoted as a tourism destination with its own distinctive

language and culture.The tourism experience needs to be of high quality

and distinctively Welsh.

WTB is keen to encourage the tourism and cultural industries to work in

partnership to make the culture of Wales more accessible to all visitors.

There are already a number of excellent cultural tourism initiatives which

are currently being carried out at the local, regional and national level.

We need to build on these and to identify opportunities for making the

culture of Wales more accessible to all visitors.

6.1.1 Developing a Sense of Place

Visitors are seeking a distinctive and different experience. A Sense of

Place embraces the distinctive sights, sounds and experiences that are

rooted in a country, those special and memorable qualities that can be

appreciated by local people and visitors alike.Visitors are placing an

increasing emphasis on experiencing food and drink which is distinctive to

a region. A Food Tourism strategy is being progressed by WTB in

partnership with the WDA Food Directive.

Wales benefits from a strong and distinctive identity.This Welsh

experience will, of course, vary throughout Wales in terms of culture and

use of the Welsh language.This diversity is something to be enjoyed by

residents and visitors alike.To reinforce Sense of Place, we need to:

• encourage tourism businesses to introduce a Sense of Place to their

businesses

• reinforce the character of our towns and villages through the provision

of distinctive street furniture, public art by conserving and enhancing

buildings of character.

Each of these aspects is discussed with consideration of how WTB and

partners can take the project forward.

• Encourage businesses to introduce a Sense of Place

WTB has prepared a Practical Toolkit to help businesses introduce a

Sense of Place to their businesses.

It is designed to be relevant to everyone – hotels, attractions, places to

eat, transport providers and so on in all parts of Wales, rural and urban,

coast and country.The Toolkit is full of information, ideas and examples 
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to provide inspiration to enable businesses to create their own personal

Sense of Place.

The guide is organised into self-contained units, including topics such as

Wales and its people, Working with the Welsh language,Working with

buildings – Inside and out, Food and Drink, Using creativity and the arts and

the Great outdoors.

To encourage businesses to take up the Sense of Place initiative,WTB

will provide a specialist advice service and make it a material

consideration in assessing applications for capital grants. It will also

work with the Tourism Training Forum for Wales on the development of

a training programme to complement and support the toolkit.

Action

The WTB will promote the Sense of Place Toolkit to provide
practical advice to tourism businesses. It will also ensure that
the kit will be supported by specialist advice and will, with
the Tourism Training Forum, develop a supporting training
programme.

• Reinforcing the character of our towns and villages.

The proliferation of uniform shopfronts, standardised street furniture,

unsympathetic alterations to our traditional buildings and bland modern

buildings can easily destroy a Sense of Place.

Cadw town scheme and historic buildings grants have made a modest

but a very real difference, particularly in historic towns such as

Caernarfon. Grants by local authorities and WDA have also improved

the appearance of buildings in many of our towns over the years.

WTB has in the past, through its geographically targeted grant

programmes, funded street furniture, public art, shopfront

improvements, bilingual shopfront signs and bilingual signage. It is

proposed that within its new Tourism Growth Areas,WTB will continue

to support such projects which help create a sense of place.

WTB will work with the WDA, the ACW, the WLB, local authorities and

Art Works Wales, to consider the most effective means of promoting

Best Practice in terms of a sense of place in the public realm.

Conwy Castle and town
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Action

1 WTB to encourage (and where appropriate help fund) its
partners in the Tourism Growth Areas, to provide purpose
designed street furniture, public art, bilingual signage and
shopfronts, to help reinforce Sense of Place in the public
realm.

2 To work with the WDA, WLB, Arts Council for Wales and the
local authorities, on the promotion of best practice in terms
of Sense of Place in the public realm.

A Spiritual Sense of Place

Canolfan Dewi Sant – St David’s Visitor Centre, Pembrokeshire is a recent

building constructed of traditional materials in a poetic way in an attempt

to make a ‘holy place’. Although of modern design, the building makes

references to its location in its use of local stone and slate and in its form

– heavy columns evoke standing stones and a circular tower seems to be

some medieval structure dating from the time when St David’s was a

place of pilgrimage.The landscaping and car parking have been integrated

in a way that draws visitors through the building and out to the town.

6.1.2 The new VisitWales.com system 

The new VisitWales.com system is a dynamic, integrated information and

ecommerce system that provides businesses in Wales with opportunities

to be discovered and sold to potential visitors from around the world.

The new suite of websites is supported by a Contact Centre and by an

interface for TICs across Wales to use.The individual business has

responsibility for the management and distribution of the information (i.e.

they can select which of the distribution routes they wish to use) and the

visitor will have access to a wider range of ideas, products and services

from across the country.

The system supports all aspects of the traditional and, perhaps, more

unusual tourism industry across Wales. Different versions of the tools are

available for accommodation, attractions, events, art centres, retail outlets,

etc. As such, there are opportunities for the cultural sector to utilise

these new tools to reach new and existing markets.There are also ways

in which the data entered and managed within the VisitWales system can

then be extracted and used by other organisations – and discussions have

already taken place with ACW about this approach, as an outcome of a

joint promotional effort to the cultural sector across Wales.
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Action

WTB and ACW work jointly to promote the involvement of
the cultural sector within VisitWales and, if appropriate, to
organise sector-specific training courses.

The Cultural sector across Wales is currently developing a strategy for

the exploitation of electronic media to promote cultural aspects of Wales,

to provide educational resources, etc.This is being undertaken as part of

the Cymru’n Creu partnership and has the potential to generate exciting

new resources for VisitWales (e.g. images, sound and movie clips) that will

help to ensure that the websites and other media are more exciting and

motivating for visitors.To ensure that the VisitWales system is able to

make maximum use of these new resources, it is vital that WTB works

closely with the Cymru’n Creu New Media Group to develop common

standards of data storage, Metadata systems, etc.

Action

WTB will actively contribute to the Cymru’n Creu discussions
and will provide every assistance to the development of
useable, common standards of digitisation and storage in
order to allow maximum promotion of the resources through
VisitWales and its associated distribution channels.

Painting Weekends on the Web

Visitwales.com, the Wales Tourist Board website,

has been used to highlight painting courses

offered at Plas Glyn-y-Weddw and will continue

to be used to market the arts centre in 2003.

Plas Glyn-y-Weddw is a Victorian Grade II Star

listed Gothic mansion located in Llanbedrog near

Pwllheli. Between April and October, the centre

offers a programme of arts-related residential

and non-residential weekend courses including

mixed-media painting, silk painting, watercolour

painting and ceramic sculpture.The centre’s

gallery hosts a number of high-profile exhibitions

as well as musical concerts and various 

other events.
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6.1.3 Training

The willingness and enthusiasm of the tourism industry to embrace the

Sense of Place concept will be fundamental to its success. People engaged

in all aspects of the tourism industry need to be knowledgeable and

enthusiastic about the culture of Wales.The tourism industry as a whole

needs to be able to convey this knowledge and enthusiasm to visitors.

This will ensure that the marketing message that Wales is a tourism

destination with its own language and culture is actually delivered to all

visitors.The people of Wales themselves are the most valuable asset for

interpreting our culture to visitors.

There is potential for more direct collaboration between the tourism

industry and the various cultural sectors.There are already good

examples of initiatives which have started to address this issue.

Carmarthenshire Enterprise, in association with the Carmarthenshire

Tourism Association, initiated a business development programme for the

tourism industry which includes information exchanges and visits to the

cultural attractions in and around the county.

Similar ‘anticipation’ projects are developing in other areas of Wales

including Powys and Ceredigion.Tourism Training Forum for Wales is

working to identify similar training projects throughout Wales and will

have a vital role to play in guiding and supporting additional area 

based training.

Action

Local tourist associations, Unitary Authorities and Regional
Tourism Partnerships with support of the Tourism Training
Forum, will develop area based training programmes to
improve the tourism industry’s knowledge of local Welsh
culture.

It would be beneficial if tourism courses at HE and FE level had specific

course content on the language and culture of Wales so that those

entering the industry had a better appreciation of this unique aspect 

of Wales.

Action

WTB, with the Tourism Training Forum for Wales, will explore
with the HE and FE sectors the scope for ensuring specific
course content within Tourism courses on the culture and
language of Wales.
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Welcome to the Arts is an existing pan Wales customer service training

programme, developed for arts venues as an associate programme of the

Welcome Host training scheme and run by the ACW. A further extension

of WTB’s Welcome Host scheme is the Cultural Exchange Programme

currently being developed.This additional module will build on the general

customer care training offered by Welcome Host with an emphasis on

offering visitors/customers the opportunity to experience aspects of

Welsh culture that will be of interest to them. It is considered that there

is scope to further develop the Cultural Exchange Programme to provide

people working in the tourism industry with more in-depth skills relating

to cultural tourism.

Tourism Training Forum for Wales has identified the need for training

packages to improve the professionalism of event and festival organisers

and will help facilitate the development and provision of such training

programmes.

Action

Welcome Host Wales will be encouraged to develop and
promote a new customer service training programme with an
emphasis on Welsh culture.

Action

Tourism Training Forum of Wales will facilitate the
development and provision of training courses to support
festival and event organisers.

Anglesey Sea Zoo
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The Powys Anticipation Project

This project, part-funded through the European Social Fund, is a

partnership involving Mid Wales Tourism, Coleg Powys, Cambrian Training

Company, Education and Learning Wales (ELWa) and Menter Maldwyn.

It aims to:

• assist the development of the tourism industry in Powys

• work with existing and new businesses to identify their needs and help

them to become more competitive

• encourage the growth and development of strong local networks of

tourism-related businesses

• enhance the appreciation of the countryside, local tourist attractions

and the history of the region

• facilitate the development of relevant Information and Communication

Technology (ICT) skills, encourage website development and an

introduction to e-commerce and e-marketing.

Craig Coch Reservoir
Elan Valley, Mid Wales
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Cultural Signposting 6.1.4 

As previously stated, the cultural product which Wales has to offer both

residents and visitors is in the ownership and management of a number of

public, private and voluntary organisations and individuals. An area of

mutual benefit to everyone is how visitors to a particular attraction,

venue or event are encouraged to visit or made aware of similar products

throughout Wales.

This ‘signposting’ could result in visitors extending their stay, visiting

other areas of Wales and/or returning for a repeat visit.

An example of this cultural ‘signposting’ is the Premier Gardens of Wales

Marketing Partnership which promotes the major gardens throughout

Wales.This approach has been further developed in South West Wales

through the Parklands and Gardens Marketing Partnership.This type of

‘signposting’ will be appropriate in a number of areas including the

Premier Historic Buildings of Wales, the Cathedrals of Wales and other

religious buildings/sites.The Tourist Information Centre network should

provide a supporting role in respect of cultural ‘signposting’ by presenting

information on attractions and events thematically.

In addition to marketing partnerships there are also opportunities to

provide information to visitors at attractions/venues/events about similar

products.This could include information provided via leaflets as well as

through personal communication by knowledgeable and enthusiastic staff.

An example of where this approach could be piloted is the National

Museums and Galleries of Wales which could ‘signpost’ visitors to other

museums, galleries and cultural venues throughout Wales. Activities could

include making visitors to the Museum of Welsh Life aware of the range

of museums throughout Wales which tell the story of the history of

Wales and the Welsh people in more local detail. This approach has

already been introduced at Llanberis.

The following examples are provided as illustrations of other

opportunities for cultural ‘signposting’:

• visitors to the Hay Festival of Literature could be made aware of the

Dylan Thomas Festival in Swansea held later in the year

• audiences to the WNO performances in Cardiff and various cities in

England could be made aware of the range of music festivals held

throughout Wales.

Above: Powis Castle gardens
Below: Dylan Thomas boathouse,
Laugharne
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Action

The cultural and tourism sectors to investigate how
‘signposting’ both the resident population and visitors to
similar attractions, venues and events will be of mutual
benefit.

6.1.5 Cultural Gateways

As highlighted earlier, there are limited opportunities for the visitor to

obtain a comprehensive interpretation of the Welsh language and

indigenous culture. It is proposed that WTB with the National Museums &

Galleries of Wales, Council for Museums in Wales,Welsh Language Board

and National Library of Wales, review the opportunities to provide a

more comprehensive interpretation at a number of cultural gateway sites,

to enable visitors and residents alike to have a better understanding of

the language and culture, both historical and contemporary.These gateway

sites are likely to be existing popular attractions which may already

undertake some interpretation of this topic and are possibly located in

destinations with the potential to build a critical mass of cultural

attractions.These sites could then be promoted to the visitor who wishes

to learn more about the language and culture.These could be

supplemented by interpretive displays/literature at the major TICs.The

National Museums & Galleries of Wales is already considering proposals

for a comprehensive overview of Welsh history at the Museum of Welsh

Life and this will provide a valuable starting point.

Tredegar House, Newport
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Action

WTB to investigate with NMGW, ACW, Cadw, Council of
Museums, National Library, WLGA and the Welsh Language
Board, the scope for developing a number of strategic
attractions as cultural gateways for the understanding and
enjoyment of authentic indigenous Welsh culture including the
language in a national and regional context.

The Museum of Welsh Life

The Museum of Welsh Life at St Fagans near Cardiff gives visitors a

glimpse into Welsh culture, folklore and traditions.The evidence of

centuries of Welsh life gathered together in this museum is communicated

in a number of ways. Galleries in the museum block contain exhibits

based on themes such as social, domestic and rural life. But the museum’s

greatest strength is to be found outside in the extensive grounds, where

over 40 authentic buildings from all over Wales have been re-erected

stone-by-stone, timber-by-timber, to conjure up a revealing picture of

bygone Welsh life from rural to industrial times. Craftsmen regularly

demonstrate traditional skills, and the museum hosts a number of special

events – including a May Fair, Harvest Festival and Christmas Tree Festival

– where old customs and traditions are revived. Folk dancing at the Museum of
Welsh Life, St Fagans

5 7
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6.2 Thematic Programme 2:
Improving the quality of the visitor experience

6.2.1 Meeting the needs of foreign language visitors

There is limited provision at present for multi-lingual interpretation at

our principal cultural attractions.The introduction of solid state audio

guides which can offer a wide choice of language enables attractions to

offer an audio tour in the visitor’s own language, thus enhancing their

experience. Cadw have already provided French and German

interpretation at eight of their sites, with four of these sites also having

Italian and Spanish interpretation.

WTB should encourage the most popular heritage/cultural attractions in

Wales to introduce multi-lingual audio guides in French and German, at

least by 2005.This could include at least the following additional key sites:

• Cardiff Castle

• Museum of Welsh Life, St Fagans

• The National Museum and Gallery

• Big Pit Mining Museum

• National Botanic Garden of Wales

• Bodnant Garden

WTB also considers there is scope for providing area interpretive guides

in French and German for distribution via the TIC network.

Action

WTB to encourage the introduction of French and German
interpretation facilities at our principal cultural attractions 
by 2005 and explore with local 
authorities the introduction of 
area guides in French and 
German for distribution via 
the TIC network.

Big Pit Mining
Museum Guide
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An International Welcome

Cadw – Welsh Historic Monuments

communicates to an international audience.

At Caernarfon Castle, a 25-minute video

programme, ‘The Eagle and the Dragon’, is

shown in a purpose-built theatre.The video is in

English, with simultaneous commentary in Welsh,

French and German available through infra-red

headsets. Audio tours in English,Welsh, French

and German are available at five Cadw sites in

South Wales – Caerphilly Castle, Castell Coch,

Tintern Abbey, Kidwelly Castle and Tretower

Court. Using a small portable X-plorer system,

the tours incorporate optional layers of

information and last for approximately 45

minutes.The players have full random access via

a keypad, and there is also an optical readout

which changes according to the language

selected.

6.2.2 Meeting the needs of Welsh language visitors

Visitors from within Wales make up a significant proportion of UK staying

holiday visitors in Wales.This was equivalent to 23% (or 1.8m trips) of

UK Holiday Trips in 2000.Tourist attractions should ensure provision of

Welsh medium interpretation and tour guides to meet the needs of 

this market.

There is also a small niche market in Welsh adult learners, both from the

UK and overseas, who wish to stay in a Welsh-speaking environment as

either part of a formal course or as part of a general leisure break. It is

suggested that a database of B&Bs, farm guesthouses, hotels where Welsh

is spoken is compiled and promoted to Welsh learners.

Action

1 WTB to encourage attraction operators in the private
sector to provide Welsh-medium interpretation and tour
guides.

2 WTB to develop database of accommodation
establishments where Welsh is spoken to promote to Welsh
learners.

Audio tour at Plas Mawr House, Conwy 
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6.2.3 South Wales Industrial Heritage Experience

Industrial Revolution in Wales between the late 18th and 19th century

marked a period of Welsh history when what happened here was of

world significance in terms of the development of the modern world.

This has recently been recognised with UNESCO’s designation of the

Blaenavon Industrial Landscape as a World Heritage Site.WTB, together

with a wide range of partners, commissioned an Action Plan to develop

the tourism potential of this unique heritage as a catalyst for wider

economic and community regeneration.The 5 year plan proposes a small

project team to implement, as a pilot, a 5 year programme, initially costed

at £2m, to present the Industrial Heritage of the Valleys in a more

coherent and coordinated manner to the visitor. A new partnership

HERIAN (Heritage in Action Now) has been established with a

management board representing the key partners to coordinate the

delivery of the plan.

Action

WTB with its partners, the local authorities, NMGW, WDA,
CMW, NT and the Regional Tourism Partnerships, to support
the new partnership HERIAN with an executive team to 
coordinate the implementation of a 5-year Action Plan to
develop the tourism potential of the Industrial Heritage of
South Wales.

Mining Memories

Big Pit at Blaenavon closed as a working coalmine in 1980. It soon
reopened as a mining museum, giving visitors a gripping insight into the
life and work of the South Wales miner. Amongst the surface workings,
little has changed since the miners ‘clocked off ’ for the last time.The
pithead baths, workshops, engine house and winding gear are all still
there. But the highlight of the visit lies underground.Visitors are kitted
out with helmets and safety lamps before descending 300ft (90m) to pit
bottom for a tour of the coalface guided by ex-miners. Over the last two
decades, Big Pit has given countless thousands of visitors from Britain and
overseas a glimpse into the Industrial Revolution in South Wales and the
way in which that harsh, heroic era created the close-knit communities
typical of the Valleys.This unique monument to a vanished age is now a
part of the National Museums and Galleries of Wales.

Big Pit Mining Museum,
Blaenavon
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6.2.4 Trails

An area where there has been considerable activity in developing the

tourism product of Wales is through the creation of trails.These include

routes for walking, cycling, riding, driving or other forms of transport.

There are opportunities along all these routes to provide information on

the natural, built and social heritage of the area.

In addition, the incorporation of public art into trails can provide a sense

of place and enhance the Welsh experience by linking contemporary

culture with aspects of heritage.

Local authorities with their responsibility for ‘rights of way’ and their role

in providing interpretation have a key role to play.

Sustrans is currently carrying out a UK pilot scheme on the Celtic Trail

Cycle Route.This involves developing the interpretation of the built,

natural and social heritage on or adjacent to the Trail to provide added

value to the experience of travelling on and enjoying the Celtic Trail.

There is also scope to develop art and craft trails for visitors.

Action

WTB will work to encourage local authorities and others in
the development of heritage interpretation along Trails and
for WTB to provide support where appropriate through the
Visitor Amenity Scheme.

Marking The Way

Sustrans commissions artworks along the National Cycle Network which
create distinctive landmarks, celebrate local characteristics, highlight
landscape features and generally nurture a deeper understanding of the
area.These artworks take many forms from seats to drinking fountains,
waymarkers to planting schemes. One example in Wales, at Hengoed
Viaduct on Route 47 of the Celtic Trail East, is the ‘Wheel of Drams’ by
Andy Hazell. This impressive 28ft (8.5m) sculpture, fabricated in painted
galvanised steel, is based on six coal wagons (‘drams’).The work
celebrates the history of one of the busiest railway lines in the world
before World War One and the haulage companies that fed raw materials
to industries throughout Wales. Carefully sited to provide meeting or
resting places, the artworks reflect the distinctive character of the local
landscape. One thousand Millennium Mileposts, standing at just over 61/2 ft
(2m) tall and made of cast iron, were placed in key locations on cycle
routes throughout Britain.These serve as small landmarks/sculptures,
acting as reference points along the journey.Welsh artist Angharad Jones
was commissioned to make a series of six artworks in the form of
markers for the Taff Trail which make historic references about the area.

‘Wheel of Drams’, Hengoed

National Cycle Network
Millennium Milepost
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6.2.5 Interpreting the Cultural Landscape

Research has repeatedly demonstrated that the most popular reason for

selecting Wales is the quality of our landscape.Yet there is relatively

limited interpretation of the complex interrelationship between landscape

and culture.The Register of Landscapes of Historic Interest in Wales

produced by CCW, Cadw, ICOMOS UK, together with the proposed

Cultural Atlas of Wales to be compiled by the National Trust, CCW and

other partners will provide a valuable resource to interpret the

interrelationship between landscape and culture to the visitor.

If this information were placed on a website in a visitor friendly format,

which could ideally be integrated with VisitWales, it would enable

communities, tourism businesses and visitors themselves to access

interpretive material about their destination to enhance the 

visitor experience.

Action

CCW, Cadw, local authorities and National Trust to explore
the development of an electronic data source and website
which, through shared common standards, can be integrated
with VisitWales in order to interpret the cultural landscape.

Many of the traditional activities of our rural areas, such as hedge laying,

dry stone wall building, sheep dog trials, and livestock markets are of

interest to those visitors wishing to learn more about the way people live

in rural Wales.We need to both inform visitors about such activities and,

where appropriate, where they can have the opportunity to attend sheep

dog trials, ploughing matches, farmers’ markets and livestock markets.

Whilst the interpretation of such activities could be facilitated as part of

the website referred to earlier, it would also be necessary to provide the

potential visitor with information as to where they can go to see 

such activities.

Action

WTB to work with relevant organisations and bodies with the
aim of enhancing the involvement of centres interpreting rural
crafts and traditions and those bodies organising sheep dog
trials, livestock and farmers’ markets etc in Visit Wales.

Folly Farm
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Churches can be a valuable source of information about the historical

development of local communities, often acting as the focal point of a

local community.They are often also the focus of local events, both

religious and secular within the community which can add to the visitor

experience.

WTB will, therefore, seek to provide support and advice to the Church

Tourism Network Wales and similar initiatives seeking to promote

enhanced interpretation of churches and other religious buildings to 

the visitor.

Action

WTB will seek to encourage the Church Tourism Network
Wales and similar initiatives in utilising churches and other
religious buildings to interpret local history and culture to the
visitor, through provision of advice and, where appropriate,
support from WTB.

Local communities are often best placed to interpret what is special

about their area to the visitor.This can also encourage local civic pride in

their heritage.WTB will encourage bodies such as HLF and local

authorities to support local community interpretation initiatives to

strengthen the tourism product.

An Insight into Country Life

Sheepdog trials are great social as well as

sporting occasions, offering an authentic insight

into the way of life in rural Wales. It can be

argued that Wales is the birthplace of trialling.

The first recorded trials took place in Bala in

1873, and in 2002 Bala played host to the first

open World Sheepdog Trial Championships.The

four-day event demonstrated trialling’s popular

potential by attracting 18,000 spectators, not to

mention extensive television coverage on S4C.

A specially constructed grandstand seated 1,500,

and activities in addition to the trial itself

included rural trade and craft displays, a town

parade, vintage agricultural machinery exhibition,

local food produce show and cooking

demonstrations – all of which contributed to an

event that gave a full and rounded flavour of

country life.
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6.2.6 Using the visual arts as a stimulus for tourism

The development of a new gallery on the theme of art and the landscape

could provide a significant stimulus for Pembrokeshire, utilising the

Graham Sutherland collection as the basis for the collection.This would

link the landscape of Wales, our strongest attribute from a tourism

perspective, with the work of artists interpreting that landscape.There is

a long tradition of landscape painting in Wales from Richard Wilson and

Turner to Sir Kyffin Williams.WTB would therefore encourage further

progress by the Pembrokeshire National Park, Pembrokeshire County

Council and National Museum and Galleries of Wales to develop a

Gallery of Art and Landscape in St. David’s and will help fund the

preparation of a business plan and feasibility study.

It is also a long held aspiration to build a National Gallery of Modern Art

and a recent review has suggested that this should probably be based in

Cardiff as a new wing to the existing National Museum building.

This will fulfil the need for a historic national art collection as well as the

needs of modern and contemporary art. It will also be necessary to

ensure that this is undertaken in cooperation with other galleries in

Wales to increase access to art across Wales.

Action

Wales Tourist Board welcome Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park, Pembrokeshire County Council and NMGW proposals to
develop the Sutherland Centre as a Gallery of Art and the
Landscape in Pembrokeshire and, where appropriate, for WTB
to offer support and advice.

‘The Beacon Light’ by Turner
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The Proposed Sutherland Centre, St Davids

Painter Graham Sutherland was greatly inspired by Pembrokeshire’s

seascapes and landscapes. A gallery housing some of his collection based

at Picton Castle, Haverfordwest, was closed some years ago because of

lack of visitor numbers.The collection was returned to the National

Museum and Gallery, Cardiff, amidst considerable local concern that the

pictures should be relocated to the area that stimulated Sutherland’s

creativity. Several local Pembrokeshire groups and communities put

forward proposals for building a suitable gallery.The NMGW eventually

chose St Davids as the preferred location (Sutherland had visited and

painted the St Davids area; moreover, the visitor numbers and profile to

St Davids seemed likely to sustain a quality gallery). A feasibility study is

proposed for a gallery on a site owned by the Pembrokeshire Coast

National Park adjoining its current visitor centre.The proposed new

centre will house a changing collection of Sutherland’s work as part of a

wider arts/environment/education facility.

Wales – Land of Music, Song and Poetry 6.2.7 

Although this is one of the main attributes of Wales that is promoted to

overseas markets, research has demonstrated that we are failing to deliver

the promise.

In the UK and overseas the association between Wales and music is

strong, widespread and positive.Wales has strength in classical, popular

and traditional music.The Welsh National Opera and the National

Orchestra, as well as rock bands, can compete internationally, as can

contemporary music companies such as Musical Theatre Wales.

Wales hosts signature events such as the Llangollen International

Eisteddfod and Cardiff Singer of the Year. Bryn Terfel has launched the

Faenol Festival of North Wales and there is already a chain of small,

quality festivals across Wales along with a thriving traditional and folk

music scene.

The Wales Millennium Centre will provide not only a major new venue,

but also new synergies across music, dance and literature. Already, the

BBC and Cardiff County Council have formed a company to establish a

bi-annual International Festival of Music Theatre to exploit the new venue

and timed for the autumn period in order to extend the season.The

Millennium Stadium is a prime asset for large rock concerts under cover.

Other stadia and sites provide opportunities for major open-air events.

There is potential for making music a core part of the Welsh Experience

for the tourist, not only as audiences for major performances, but also in

Shirley Bassey in concert



greater provision of Welsh folk music at pubs, or in listening to Welsh

Choirs rehearsing.This could even extend to being active participants in

weekend music workshops and summer schools.

VisitScotland and the Scottish Arts Council in 1999 launched a 3-year

Traditional Music and Tourism Initiative, with the aim of “raising the profile

of traditional music within Scottish tourism and to ensure that visitors to

Scotland have ready access to traditional music , thereby enforcing our musical

heritage & culture and realising the benefits for our local economy”. A joint

Scottish Arts Council/VisitScotland Fund was established to assist and

stimulate projects which were designed to increase knowledge, awareness

of and access to traditional music. It was also designed to develop

productive understanding and collaboration between the tourism sector

and the traditional music sector.Wales too has a strong traditional music

sector, but access to the visitor is relatively limited.Whilst there have

been past initiatives, such as Cambrian Minstrels, to encourage the

provision of Welsh entertainment for tourists, these have been on a

regional basis and have, in practice, been difficult to sustain.

It is suggested that WTB and ACW explore with trac the scope for

introducing a ‘Traditional Music and Tourism Initiative For Wales’, including

whether an initiative could also include other elements of Welsh

entertainment.

Literature is one of the prime ways in which a nation tells its own story.

The poetic tradition can also enhance the more mystical appeal of Wales

to tourists via landscape, the built heritage and Celtic connection.

Wales already has a number of high profile festivals on the theme of

literature such as the Hay festival and Dylan Thomas festival at Swansea.

Storytelling festivals such as those held at Atlantic College,Welsh St

Donats and Betws y Coed can help bring traditional folklore and legends

to life for the visitor, as well as providing opportunities for visitors to

listen to stories about contemporary Wales.There is also a strong

tradition of Welsh poetry.The expertise of the NMGW could be 

drawn upon to ensure that storytelling/poetry

festivals and events are undertaken in an

authentic manner.
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Hay Festival

Fun & games at the St Donats
International Storytelling Festival
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Action

The Arts Council of Wales, BBC and Welsh National Opera,
with WTB and other organisations, to investigate the
feasibility of capitalising on the tourism potential of the
musical nation concept.

WTB to explore with ACW, NMGW and trac the scope for
launching a ‘Traditional Music and Tourism Initiative for Wales’
to improve visitor access to Welsh traditional music.

WTB to promote opportunities for visitors to attend
storytelling and poetry festivals and events as a means of
helping deliver the promise of Wales, the land of nature 
and legend.

St Donats International Storytelling Festival

Storytelling is an ancient Celtic tradition. Like music, song and poetry,

it has a special place in traditional Welsh life.The custom lives on in the

‘Beyond the Border’ International Storytelling Festival that takes place 

in the grounds and surroundings of medieval St Donats Castle each year.

This captivating event attracts audiences from the UK, Europe and

worldwide, with storytelling and music at a variety of atmospheric venues

including a big top tent, the gardens, a barn theatre and Bedouin tents.
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6.2.8 Cultural Tourism Marketing Partnerships

There are already a number of excellent cultural tourism partnerships

which are currently being carried out at the local, regional and 

national level.

A good example is Merlin’s Meander in the Brecon Beacons which is a

proposed joint initiative between artists, crafts people, accommodation

providers and restaurants to encourage short breaks outside the main

holiday season. Unfortunately, this initiative, whilst developing a website,

did not develop as envisaged due to the impact of Foot and Mouth in

2001 and the problems of raising the necessary funding.The organisers

are hopeful of getting this off the ground for 2003. One of the strengths

of this initiative is its underlying philosophy “I market my neighbour as

strongly as myself.”

WTB welcomes these joint initiatives between the tourism and cultural

industries.There is potential for the development of further partnerships

between the accommodation, catering and cultural industries, at a local,

regional and national level.The drive to develop these partnerships needs

to come from entrepreneurs in the cultural and tourism industries who

recognise the mutual economic benefits.

To encourage the development of such partnerships,WTB with the ACW

will organise regional seminars on Cultural Tourism to bring the two

sectors together to explore how they can work together in the future for

mutual benefit.

Action

WTB with the Regional Tourism Partnerships and the ACW
will organise Regional Seminars on Cultural Tourism to bring
tourism operators and cultural product providers together to
explore how they can work together in the future for mutual
benefit.

Brecon town 
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Events  6.2.9

Wales needs to build on the success it has achieved as host to major

events by developing an all year round programme of attractive events.

WTB has developed a strategic framework for event led tourism which

recognises the following broad event groupings:

1 Mega Events

Defined by their scale and their ability to attract and influence large-scale

international audiences and generate extensive media coverage.Typically,

these events can be held in a variety of different destinations and involve

a major effort and cost to attract them to the destination.

2 Key Events

Again often peripatetic events, they are not of the same scale or

significance as the mega events. However, they can have a major impact on

influencing specific market segments or in bringing more limited, but

nonetheless important, economic benefits to a more restricted

geographical area.These are not ‘owned’ by the destination and would

have to be attracted to the destination, which may involve finance and

other logistical support. Generally, they would warrant national level

involvement.

3 Hallmark Events

These are one time or more likely recurring events developed primarily

to enhancing awareness/appeal and perhaps profitability of the tourist

destination in the short and in the long term. Such events will be unique

to the destination and will have been created and developed within the

destination. As such they might be based on indigenous cultural values and

attitudes. A ‘hallmark’ event will signify a recurring event which possesses

such significance in terms of the tradition, attractiveness or image that the

event provides the destination with a competitive advantage. Examples in

Wales would be the Hay Festival, Llangollen International Music

Eisteddfod and Cardiff Singer of the World and Artes Mundi (World

International Artist of the Human Form).

4 Regional/Local Events

These can be one-off or periodic events, of medium or low tourism

demand and/or medium to low value in terms of media coverage or image

enhancement. However, they can have value in terms of their ability to

enhance the holiday experience and to encourage longer stays in a

destination. Sustainability is also a factor in determining their value.

National Eisteddfod, Denbigh 2001
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Regional or local events with long-term community support, financial self-

sufficiency and those that are environmentally ‘green’ will have more

strategic significance. Almost all of these events have tourism and

community value but few, if any, will be capable of generating major

tourism demand.

WTB’s role in relation to these 4 event groups is outlined below:

1 Mega Events

• Coordination and, where appropriate, leadership of the bidding process.

• Evaluation of the potential and appropriateness of candidate events.

• Identification of financial support requirements. (It should be noted that

it is unlikely that the core WTB budget will support these mega events.

Additional funding will need to be secured if the event is seen to be

desirable).

• Coordination of activity to leverage benefits from the events.

2 Key Events

• Where appropriate, coordination and/or leadership of the bidding

process.

• Support resources and services for other organisations leading the

bidding process.

• Provision of advice and marketing collateral for those leading the

bidding process.

• Financial support to attract events.

• Support and/or coordination of activity to leverage benefits from the

events.

3 Hallmark Events

• Financial support for others involved in the development/creation of

events based on selection criteria.The aim must be to achieve self-

sufficiency over a period of time.

• Advice/guidance on maximising the benefits of the events.

• Assistance in the promotion of events, through WTB communication.

• Trade and press visits to events.

4 Regional/Local Events

• Promotion through WTB communications.
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• Trade and press visits.

• General advice and guidance.

• Indirect financial support via the Regional Development Fund funding

decisions taken by Regional Tourism Partnerships.

The Welsh Assembly Government, in partnership with WTB,WDA, ACW,

WLGA and the Sports Council for Wales, is currently developing a major

events strategy for Wales and WTB will ensure that it plays its full part in

helping to secure major events in Wales which will have a direct tourism

spin-off.

The National Eisteddfod and the Urdd Eisteddfod are the paramount

hallmark events for Welsh indigenous culture.They could be the highlights

of a cultural tourist’s visit to Wales.WTB will explore with the organisers

how these two key events could be made more accessible and attractive

to the visitor without detracting from their cultural integrity.This will

include how they are promoted to the visitor and the non-Welsh

speaking resident of Wales.There may be lessons to be learnt from the

other Celtic Festivals held in Europe, such as those in Brittany.

International Musical Eisteddfod, Llangollen
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Son et Lumière at major historic sites can help bring history to life and

provide a valuable source of evening entertainment for the visitor.

Modern computer and projector technology can keep labour costs to the

minimum and make such events far more affordable.The holding of

regular Son et Lumière events at sites such as Caernarfon and Cardiff

Castles could significantly add to the visitor experience.

Action

WTB will support events in Wales in accordance with the
strategic framework for Event-led tourism.

WTB will play an active role in supporting the
implementation of the Welsh Assembly Government’s
emerging Major Events Strategy.

WTB will explore with the organisers of the National and
Urdd Eisteddfodau how these key hallmark events could be
made more accessible and promoted to the visitor.

WTB will explore, with Cadw, NMGW, local authorities and
National Trust, the Scope for providing Son et Lumière at
major historic sites where this is technically feasible.

Broadening The Appeal of The National Eisteddfod

While the majority of those who visit the National Eisteddfod are Welsh

speakers, the numbers of non-Welsh speakers attending are rising

annually.Translation is available, with headsets provided at the entrance

and simultaneous translation available in the pavilion. For international

visitors, there are guides to answer questions and take visitors around the

site, a service available in eight languages.The Eisteddfod has a database

for marketing the event throughout the world.The web is another

medium through which the Eisteddfod is widening its appeal nationally

and internationally.The site – www.eisteddfod.org.uk – receives a very

high number of hits, and can be used to answer specific questions about

the event. In addition, analogue and digital television broadcasting takes

place from the Eisteddfod.

Opposite:
National Eisteddfod,
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6.3 Thematic Programme 3:
Raising the profile of Wales as a cultural tourism 
destination

6.3.1 Cardiff – European Capital of Culture 2008

Cardiff ’s shortlisting to be designated European Capital of Culture in

2008, offers a major opportunity to raise the international profile of

Welsh culture and Wales as a cultural tourism destination.

WTB will support the bid, and will assist Cardiff to prepare for the 2008

Bid and deliver their programme – whether or not they are successful –

through its Strategic Tourism Growth Area Programme for Cardiff. It will

also provide funding towards the cost of promoting and marketing the

event to our target marketing areas.

Action

WTB will support the all-Wales approach of Cardiff ’s bid to
become European Capital of Culture 2008.

Millennium Stadium
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Towards 2008

Cardiff, along with a number of other British

cities, is bidding to become the European Capital

of Culture 2008. It has all the credentials for a

successful bid. Cardiff is a dynamic, outward- and

forward-looking city that embraces culture in the

widest sense. It is Europe’s youngest capital, with

an ambitious new waterfront along Cardiff Bay.

The city’s arts, music and sporting facilities are

world class, with the new Wales Millennium

Centre soon to join the scene as a companion

piece to the hugely successful Millennium

Stadium. As Wales’ capital, it is the centre for

devolved government with a close involvement in

pan-European cultural and social issues. Cardiff is

a diverse, multicultural and cosmopolitan city

which, through its maritime heritage, has a long

history of absorbing a kaleidoscope of influences

– Celtic, British, European and global. As such, it is

ideally placed to make a major contribution to a

fuller, richer cultural life in Britain and Europe as

the chosen European Capital of Culture 2008.

Increasing the emphasis in marketing campaigns on 6.3.2 
the cultural tourism product

WTB will give an increasing emphasis to cultural tourism products in its

main marketing campaigns where appropriate. Particularly in the overseas

market the aim will be to raise the profile of Wales as a cultural tourism

destination and promote the increasing opportunities for cultural tourism

experiences.

Action

WTB will provide an increasing emphasis in its main
marketing campaigns to the cultural tourism product,
whenever appropriate.

National Museum & Gallery, Cardiff 

Cardiff Bay
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6.4 Thematic Programme 4:
Understanding the characteristics and needs of the 
cultural tourist 

6.4.1 To research and develop niche markets for 
cultural tourism

There are niche tourism markets for which one or more aspects of

culture are significant reasons for choosing a holiday destination. Further

work is required both to identify these market segments in the UK and

overseas markets and to evaluate how the existing cultural product of

Wales matches up to the expectations of these key markets.This research

needs to be carried out jointly by the tourism and cultural industries to

inform future marketing and product development action.

Action

WTB in partnership with ACW, Cadw, Welsh Language Board
and NMGW to commission research to improve the
identification and the understanding of the needs and
motivations of cultural tourism markets (including the
indigenous Welsh market) along with their economic
potential.

6.5 Action Plan

The Action Plan on page 78 onwards summarises the actions, identifies

the lead body and the supporting bodies, provides an estimate of costs

where known and appropriate and indicates the priority attached to the

action in terms of delivering the strategy.

Ogmore Castle
Opposite: Menai Strait
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Thematic Programme 1: Improving 
visitor accessibility to Welsh culture

Action Lead Body Supporting 
Bodies

6.1.1 1. Developing a Sense of WTB, ELWa in respect 

Place toolkit and a supporting TTFW of training

training programme.

2.WTB to encourage its WTB LAs,WDA

partners in TGAs to help 

reinforce Sense of Place in 

the public realm.

3.WTB to work with WDA, WTB WDA, ACW, LAs

ACW and LAs on the promotion

of best practice on creating a 

Sense of Place in the public realm.

6.1.2 1.WTB and ACW to work jointly WTB ACW, Council for 

to promote the involvement of Museums in Wales,

the cultural sector within VisitWales ELWa

and, if appropriate, to organize 

sector-specific training courses.

2.WTB will actively contribute WTB Cymru’n Creu

to Cymru’n Creu discussions and Partners

will provide assistance to the 

development of usable common 

standards of digitisation and storage 

in order to allow maximum promotion 

of resources through VisitWales and its 

associated distribution channels.
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Cost Outputs Priority Timescale 

£40,000 Number of businesses using toolkit. 1 2002/03

initial cost onwards

£30,000pa Number of businesses attending 

Sense of Place training courses.

Number of advisory visits.

n/a Number of townscape schemes 1 2002/03 

incorporating purpose-designed onwards

street furniture and public art.

Number of bilingual shopfront 

and signage schemes.

– Production of guide. 2 2002/03 

onwards

c. £20,000 Number of participating 1 2003/04

organisations.

n/a – 1 2002/03 

onwards
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Thematic Programme 1: Improving 
visitor accessibility to Welsh culture

Action Lead Body Supporting 
Bodies

6.1.3 1. Local tourist associations, RTPs LAs, ELWa, and

LAs and RTPs, with support Tourism Associations,

of TTFW, to develop area-based TTFW

training programmes to improve 

the tourism industry’s knowledge

of Welsh culture.

2.WTB, with TTFW, will explore HE/FE TTFW,WTB

with the HE & FE sectors the scope 

for ensuring all tourism courses within 

Wales include specific course content 

on the culture and language of Wales.

3.Welcome Host Wales to further TTFW WTB, ELWa

develop Cultural Exchange training 

programme to provide the industry 

with more in-depth skills in cultural tourism.

4.Tourism Training Forum for Wales will TTFW WTB, ELWa, ACW

facilitate the development and provision 

of training courses to support festival and 

event organisers.

6.1.4 Cultural and tourism sectors to NMGW, CMW, WTB, RTPs

signpost visitors to similar attractions, LAs, events 

venues and events. organisers

6.1.5 To investigate scope for developing WTB NMGW, CMW,WLB,

a number of strategic attractions as WLGA, Cadw, ACW

cultural gateways for the understanding 

and enjoyment of authentic Welsh Culture,

including language, in a national and 

regional context.
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Cost Outputs Priority Timescale 

c.£120,000 Number of participants 2 2003/04 

in training programmes. onwards

Enhanced knowledge by

workers in tourism industry 

leading to greater visitor satisfaction.

n/a Increase number of new employees 2 2003/04 

entering the industry with a knowledge onwards

of Wales’ distinctive culture and language.

TBC Number of participants in courses. 2 2003/04 

onwards

c.£50,000 Number of participants in courses. 2 2003/04 

onwards

n/a Number of sites and events 1 2002/03 – 

that signpost visitors 2005/06

on to similar sites/events.

TBC Number of strategic centres 1 2003/04 –

providing comprehensive 2005/06

interpretation of Welsh

language and culture.

Increased visitor understanding 

and satisfaction.
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Thematic Programme 2: Improving 
the quality of the visitor experience

Action Lead Body Supporting 
Bodies

6.2.1 To encourage the provision of interpretive LAs, NMGW, CMW

facilities in French and German at our Cadw, NLW,

principal cultural attractions by 2005 NBGW

and explore the scope for multilingual

area interpretive material for distribution

via the TIC network.

6.2.2 1.WTB to encourage attraction WTB CMW

operators in the private and trust 

sectors to provide Welsh medium 

interpretation and tour guides.

2.WTB to compile database of WTB RTPs, RTCs,

accommodation where Welsh is BHA,WASCO

spoken for promotion to Welsh learners.

6.2.3 To implement South Wales Industrial South Wales WTB, NMGW,WDA,

Heritage Tourism Action Plan Heritage LAs, Cadw, CMW, NT

Partnership as IT

coordinators

6.2.4 To work to encourage local authorities CCW, Sustrans WTB, LAs

and others on the development of heritage 

interpretation along national cycle and 

walking trails and, where appropriate, for 

WTB to provide support through the 

Visitor Amenity Scheme.

6.2.5 1.To explore scope for the development CCW, WTB

of an electronic data source and a website National Parks,

which through shared common standards Cadw

can be integrated with VisitWales in order

to interpret the cultural landscape.
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Cost Outputs Priority Timescale 

£250,000 Number of major attractions 1 2002/05

offering interpretive facilities

in French and German.

£100,000 Number of attractions providing 2 2003/07

Welsh medium interpretation.

n/a Database. 3 2003/04

£2.2m Coordinated approach to public investment. 1 2002/07

Increased number of visitors.

Increased community involvement in 

industrial heritage and raise profile of 

South Wales’ unique heritage.

TBC Number of national trails with 3 2002/07

heritage interpretation.

TBC Provision of interpretive material on 3 2003/04

the cultural landscape to visitors,

enhancing their experience.
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Thematic Programme 2: Improving 
the quality of the visitor experience

Action Lead Body Supporting 
Bodies

2.WTB to work with relevant WTB CCW,

organisations and bodies with the National Parks, LAs

aim of enhancing the involvement of 

centres interpreting rural crafts and 

traditions and those bodies organizing 

sheepdog trials and traditional markets 

in VisitWales.

6.2.6 WTB will seek to encourage the CTNW WTB, RTP, LAs

Churches Tourism Network Wales 

and similar initiatives in utilising 

churches and other religious 

buildings to interpret local history 

and culture to the visitor, through 

provision of advice and, where 

appropriate, support from WTB

6.2.7 WTB welcomes Pembrokeshire NMGW, PCNP, ACW,WTB, HLF 

Coast National Park, Pembrokeshire PCC

County Council and NMGW proposals 

to develop a Gallery of Art and the 

Landscape in Pembrokeshire and, where 

appropriate, will offer support and advice.

6.2.8 1. ACW, BBC and WNO to investigate ACW, BBC, WTB,WLGA

the feasibility of capitalising on the tourism WNO

potential of the musical nation concept.

2.WTB to explore, with ACW, NMGW ACW Trac, RTPs

and trac, the scope for launching a 

“Traditional Music and Tourism Initiative

for Wales” to improve visitor access to 

Welsh traditional music.
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Cost Outputs Priority Timescale 

n/a Number of opportunities for visitors 3 2003

to experience rural crafts and traditions. onwards

n/a Number of opportunities for visitors 2 2003

to learn about local history and onwards

culture through utilising a church

or other religious building.

n/a Development of a new visitor attraction 2 2002/05

on theme of art and the landscape.

Additional visitors.

£30,000 Action Plan to capitalise on tourism 2 2003/04

potential of musical nation.

c.£60,000 Number of tourism venues 3 2003/04

offering live Welsh music, including

in the medium of Welsh contemporary 

and traditional.
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Thematic Programme 2: Improving 
the quality of the visitor experience

Action Lead Body Supporting 
Bodies

3.WTB to promote opportunities for WTB ACW, Festival

visitors to attend storytelling festivals Organisers

and events as a means of helping to 

deliver the promise of Wales, the land 

of nature and legend.

6.2.9 WTB with ACW will organise regional WTB, ACW RTPs

seminars on cultural tourism to bring 

tourism operators and cultural product 

providers together to explore how they 

can work together in the future for mutual 

benefit.

6.2.10 1.WTB will support events in Wales in WTB ACW, LAs

accordance with strategic framework 

for event-led tourism.

2.WTB will play a full role in supporting WAG WTB

the implementation of Welsh Assembly 

Government’s emerging Major Events 

Strategy.

3.WTB will explore with the organisers WTB National Eisteddfod/ 

of the National Eisteddfod and Urdd Urdd Eisteddfod

Eisteddfod how these hallmark events 

could be made more accessible and 

promoted to the visitor.

4.WTB will explore with Cadw, Local WTB Cadw, NMGW

Authorities, NMGW and National Trust,

the scope for providing Son et Lumière

events at major historic sites..
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Cost Outputs Priority Timescale 

n/a Number of opportunities promoted. 2 2003

onwards

£20,000 4 seminars. 1 2003/04

Increased cooperation between

tourism and cultural operators.

c.£700,000 p/a More strategic approach to the support of 1 2003/04 

(for all events) events and more effective use of resources. onwards

TBC To be determined. 1 2003/04

onwards

n/a Number of visitors to Wales attending 1 2003/04

these two hallmark events.

TBC Number of regular Son et Lumière 2 2003/04

events at historic sites.
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Thematic Programme 3: Raising the profile 
of Wales as a Cultural Tourism destination

Action Lead Body Supporting 
Bodies

6.3.1 WTB to support all-Wales approach of Cardiff CC WTB, ACW,WDA,

Cardiff ’s bid to become European Capital NMGW, BBC

of Culture 2008.

6.3.2 WTB will provide an increasing emphasis WTB RTPs

in its main marketing campaigns on the 

cultural tourism product whenever 

appropriate.

Action Lead Body Supporting 
Bodies

6.4.1 WTB, in partnership with ACW,WLB, WTB ACW, Cadw, NMGW

Cadw and NMGW to commission research 

to improve the understanding of the needs 

and motivations of cultural tourism markets 

(including the indigenous Welsh market) 

along with their economic potential.

Thematic Programme 4: Understanding the
characteristics and needs of the cultural tourist
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Cost Outputs Priority Timescale 

TBC Securing Cardiff as European 1 2002/08

Capital of Culture.

n/a Increasing awareness by visitors of 1 2003 

Wales’ cultural tourism products. onwards

Increasing visitor attendances 

at cultural attractions and events.

Cost Outputs Priority Timescale 

£30,000 Increased understanding and targeting 1 2002/03 

of cultural tourism markets. onwards
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7.0 Implementation

7.1 To deliver the Action Plan it is proposed that WTB establish a Cultural 

Tourism Partnership as a sub group of Cymru’n Creu with the core 

membership of:

• The Arts Council 

• Cadw

• National Museum and Galleries of Wales

• ELWa

• Welsh Language Board

• Welsh Development Agency 

• Welsh Local Government Association

• Tourism Training Forum for Wales

7.2 This core membership would be expanded as and when required for 

specific tasks, for instance in interpreting the cultural landscape; CCW,

the National Trust, and National Parks would be invited to join.

The Cultural Tourism Partnership’s specific roles will be to:

• coordinate implementation of those actions involving more than just

WTB

• to monitor and review the effectiveness of the Action Plan in delivering

the outputs

• to identify any additional actions and opportunities to support the

development of the cultural tourism potential of Wales

• to coordinate and share research to ensure a better understanding of

the market for cultural tourism, and the needs of that market.

WTB will seek to jointly fund, with its principal partners, the appointment

of a Cultural Tourism Coordinator who will coordinate implementation of

the Action Plan and service the Partnership. Most of the financial

resources will come from existing WTB programmes, but an additional

£0.2 million per annum will be made available to support the

implementation of the Action Plan.

Opposite:
Erddig House & gardens
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8.0 Monitoring and Evaluation

The success of the Strategy will be measured as follows:

• A 5% improvement during the 5-year life of the strategy in the average

visitor satisfaction ratings for cultural tourism products over those

recorded in the 2000 Overseas Visitors to Wales and 2001 UK Visitors

to Wales surveys.This will be measured through periodic surveys of UK

and overseas visitors to Wales.

• Changes in perceptions of Wales as a Cultural Tourism destination.

Baseline data will be obtained through focus group research to be

commissioned by WTB in the spring of 2003.This will be used to define

future targets.

• Increase in the percentage of visitors participating in one or more

cultural tourism activities as measured by the United Kingdom Tourism

Survey.

• 7% average increase per annum in the value of UK visitors undertaking

a cultural activity as the main purpose of their holiday. Baseline value

£36 million in 2000.This will be measured by UKTS.

None of these measures are perfect and work will have to be done on

refining them during the course of the strategy.WTB, with its partners,

will also seek to develop additional measures during 2003.These include:

• developing an indicative list of cultural visitor attractions which are

representative of the wider sector and measuring changes in visitor

numbers, the seasonal pattern of visits and the proportion of overseas

visitors.

• number of cultural events.

In addition, the outputs from the individual action points can be

measured.

The Strategy and Action Plan will be reviewed annually by the Cultural

Tourism Partnership and adjustments made to relative priorities and

resource allocations in the light of progress against the indicative

measures and targets.
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Welsh Slate Museum, Llanberis
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Appendix 1

Organisation

Anglesey, Isle of, County Council

Arts Council for Wales Frances Medley

Artworks Wales Tamara Krikorian

BBC Wales David Jackson, Head of Music

Brecon Beacons National Park C P Ledbury,
Assistant National Park Officer

Bridgend County Borough Council Denise Fletcher,Tourism Officer

Cadw Andrew Hood

Caerphilly CBC Chris Morgan, Museums Officer

Cardiff County Council Sally Hart, Marketing & Visitor 
Services Manager

Carmarthenshire County Council Alun G Davies

Ceiriog Country Holidays

Celtic Connections Myles Pepper
Celtic Connections
West Wales Arts Centre
16 West Street, Fishguard

Ceredigion County Council Cllr E J K Evans

Churches Tourism Network Wales John Winton, Penarth

Council of Museums in Wales John Marjoram

Countryside Council for Wales Dr J Taylor

CYMAD, Porthmadog Elwyn Vaughan

ELWa, Cardiff Olivia Schofield,
Head of Policy and Strategy

Gwydir Castle, Gwynedd Mrs J A Welford

Harri Pritchard Jones

Hendre House Michael Tree, Hendre House,
Llanrwst, Conwy

Live Music Now Cardiff Gillian Gee

Llanberis Project 41b High Street,
Llanberis, Gwynedd

Menter a Busnes Hywel Evans, Chief Executive

Menter Môn Jackie Lewis

National Library of Wales M W Mainwaring
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National Museums & Galleries for Wales Anna Southall

National Orchestra of Wales, Cardiff Philip Watts, Development Manager

National Trust Dr Ruth Williams

Patricia Aithie

Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Peter Hordley

Pembrokeshire County Council Ms M E Fielding,
Head of Tourism & 
Community Regeneration

Powys County Council Gareth Thomas

South East Wales Economic Forum and Peter Cole

South West Wales Economic Forum

St David’s Cathedral The Very Revd J Wyn Evans

Swansea City & County Iwan Davies

Trac, Music Traditions Wales, Gwynedd Stephen Rees, Chair

University of Wales Press Richard Houdmont

Urdd Gobaith Cymru, Aberystwyth Jim O’Rourke, Chief Executive

Voluntary Arts Wales Meic Llewellyn

Wales Craft Council Philomena Hearn

Wales Millennium Centre Dr Christine Stokes

Wales Rural Forum Elwyn Owen,
Chair of Rural Tourism Group

WDA, Cardiff Gareth Hall, Executive Director,
Strategy Development

Welsh Books Council, Aberystwyth D Philip Davies, Head of Marketing

Welsh Language Board Eifion G Davies

Welsh Local Government Association Rachel Jones

Welsh National Opera Anthony Freud

William Wilkins Associates William Wilkins, Director
William Wilkins Associates Ltd
Llandeilo

Wrexham County Borough Del Roberts Jones
Tourism Development Officer

Organisation
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Appendix 2

Socioeconomic characteristics of UK cultural 
tourism market

The data for the performing arts, visiting heritage sites, visiting artistic or

heritage exhibits is based on 3 rolling averages analysis of United Kingdom

Tourism Survey 1997/99. UKTS does not measure visitors attending

festivals or events, the data for this comes from the 2001 UK Visitors to

Wales Survey and a survey by the British Arts Festivals Association –

Festival Audiences in the UK 1998/99.

Watching The Performing Arts

• 67% are within the ABC1 social class categories compared with 48% of

the UK population as a whole.

• More women than men go to see the performing arts (56%).

• The most popular life cycle groups are 55 plus with 32%, 35–54 with no

children 21%, 15–34 with children 18%, 35– 54 with children 17%.

• The most popular party sizes were two (32%) followed by four (16%).

Visiting Heritage Sites

• 77% of those whose main purpose of holiday was to visit heritage sites

fell into the ABC1 social class categories compared with 48% of the UK

population as a whole.

• The most popular age groups were 45– 54 (29%) and 35– 44 (21%).

• The most popular life cycle groups were 35 – 44 married or unmarried

with children (34%) followed by those aged 55+ (26%).

• The most popular party size was four (39%) followed by two (29%).

Visiting Artistic or Heritage Exhibits

• 85% of those whose main purpose of the holiday was to visit artistic or

heritage exhibits were in the ABC1 social class categories compared

with 48% of the UK population as a whole.The C1 group however

dominated accounting for 54%.

• The activity was more popular with women than men and women

accounted for 66% of the sample.

• The 45–54 age group dominated accounting for 38% followed by the

65+ (22%).

• In terms of life cycle the 55+ group dominated (27%), followed by 

35–54 with children (26%) and without children (25%).
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Attending a Festival or Cultural Event

• Festival or cultural events had been attended by 10% of empty 

nesters, 8% of families and only 2% of young independents sampled.

• 15% of Welsh visitors taking a holiday in Wales had attended an event,

but only 8% of English visitors.

• A survey by the British Arts Festivals Association estimate that

audiences at British Festivals are predominantly local residents with only

8% travelling further than 50 miles away in the UK and just 5% from

overseas.

Cardiff Castle library
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Appendix 3

Analysis of visitor satisfaction ratings of the cultural
tourism product derived from 2000 overseas visitors
to Wales and 2001 UK Visitor Wales surveys

In both visitor surveys, visitors were asked to rate their satisfaction with

different aspects of the visit on a scale of 1–5.The findings set out below

describe their satisfaction ratings with specific cultural tourism products.

UK Overseas

Very satisfied Enjoyment value 50% 53%

Service received 43% 43%

Value for money 42% 36%

Availability 64% n/a

Quite satisfied Enjoyment value 37% 36%

Service received 34% 36%

Value for money 32% 28%

Availability 27% n/a

Neither Enjoyment value 12% 9%

Service received 18% 16%

Value for money 19% 23%

Availability 8% n/a

Not very satisfied Enjoyment value 1% 1%

Service received 4% 6%

Value for money 4% 9%

Availability 0% n/a

Not at all satisfied Enjoyment value 0% 0%

Service received 1% 1%

Value for money 4% 4%

Availability 0% n/a

Generally the levels of satisfaction for visits to castles were high, both for

overseas and UK visitors in terms of enjoyment, with nearly 90% of

visitors satisfied and nearly 80% satisfied with the service.There was less

satisfaction with value for money, particularly in respect of visitors from

Germany and France.The question on availability was only put to UK

visitors but received over 90% satisfaction rating.
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Table 2 Levels of Satisfaction – Visits to Historic Houses 
& Stately Homes

UK Overseas

Very satisfied Enjoyment value 45% 51%

Service received 43% 46%

Value for money 39% 31%

Availability 47% n/a

Quite satisfied Enjoyment value 39% 37%

Service received 39% 37%

Value for money 38% 33%

Availability 36% n/a

Neither Enjoyment value 14% 10%

Service received 13% 16%

Value for money 18% 23%

Availability 15% n/a

Not very satisfied Enjoyment value 1% 1%

Service received 5% 2%

Value for money 3% 8%

Availability 1% n/a

Not at all satisfied Enjoyment value 1% 1%

Service received 1% 1%

Value for money 1% 4%

Availability 1% n/a

Both UK and overseas visitors to historic houses and stately homes were

generally satisfied with enjoyment value, though there was some criticism

of service received by UK visitors (6%) and of value for money with

overseas visitors (12%). German and French visitors were more critical of

service and value for money than American visitors, whilst in terms of UK

visitors, family visitors expressed less satisfaction than empty nesters,

suggesting that more needs to be done to make visits more appealing and

satisfying to the family markets.

Value for money is a concern of our European visitors and more needs to

be done to enhance the enjoyment of their visit by perhaps providing

interpretive material in French and German.
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UK Overseas

Very satisfied Enjoyment value 37% 44%

Service received 39% 41%

Value for money 47% 38%

Availability 36% n/a

Quite satisfied Enjoyment value 46% 40%

Service received 40% 41%

Value for money 33% 33%

Availability 41% n/a

Neither Enjoyment value 14% 12%

Service received 18% 14%

Value for money 14% 17%

Availability 19% n/a

Not very satisfied Enjoyment value 2% 3%

Service received 3% 2%

Value for money 6% 9%

Availability 4% n/a

Not at all satisfied Enjoyment value 1% 1%

Service received 1% 1%

Value for money 1% 2%

Availability 1% n/a

The percentage of satisfied visitors to exhibits/museums was quite high

for both overseas and UK visitors, with the exception of value for money

in the case of overseas visitors.
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Table 4 Levels of Satisfaction – Visits to Gardens

UK Overseas

Very satisfied Enjoyment value 50% 63%

Service received 40% 46%

Value for money 40% 41%

Availability 47% n/a

Quite satisfied Enjoyment value 36% 29%

Service received 38% 35%

Value for money 35% 29%

Availability 35% n/a

Neither Enjoyment value 11% 7%

Service received 18% 16%

Value for money 21% 18%

Availability 15% n/a

Not very satisfied Enjoyment value 1% 1%

Service received 4% 3%

Value for money 3% 7%

Availability 1% n/a

Not at all satisfied Enjoyment value 0% 1%

Service received 1% 1%

Value for money 2% 4%

Availability 1% n/a

The percentage of very satisfied visitors to gardens was particularly high

for overseas visitors. Service and value for money received slightly lower

scores than enjoyment value.The value for money factor was less

criticised by overseas visitors than for other attractions.
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Table 5 Levels of Satisfaction – UK Visitors to Festivals 
and Events

UK

Very satisfied Range of opportunities 33%

Quality of information 38%

Facilities available 38%

Quite satisfied Range of opportunities 38%

Quality of information 29%

Facilities available 33%

Neither Range of opportunities 24%

Quality of information 28%

Facilities available 26%

Not very satisfied Range of opportunities 2%

Quality of information 5%

Facilities available 2%

Not at all satisfied Range of opportunities 2%

Quality of information –

Facilities available 2%

The sample size for visitors to festivals & events was fairly small and care

has to be taken in terms of interpreting the results. Generally it indicates

that two thirds of visitors were satisfied, though the 33% of non-satisfied

visitors in terms of information would imply that the way we inform

visitors about festivals and events needs improving.
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Table 6 Levels of Satisfaction – Visits to Industrial & 
Craft premises 

UK Overseas

Very satisfied Enjoyment value 36% 35%

Service received 35% 38%

Value for money 33% 27%

Availability 37% n/a

Quite satisfied Enjoyment value 38% 43%

Service received 36% 36%

Value for money 32% 39%

Availability 35% n/a

Neither Enjoyment value 22% 17%

Service received 24% 19%

Value for money 27% 31%

Availability 23% n/a

Not very satisfied Enjoyment value 3% 3%

Service received 4% 6%

Value for money 6% 8%

Availability 3% n/a

Not at all satisfied Enjoyment value 2% 2%

Service received 1% 1%

Value for money 2% 4%

Availability 2% n/a

Levels of satisfaction regarding their trips to industrial and craft premises,

whilst fairly high, are rather lower for this type of attraction than for

most other attraction types.Value for Money was rated less favourably by

both UK and overseas visitors.

In terms of visitor profile amongst UK visitors, these attractions were

most popular with empty nesters, followed by families and least popular

with young independents. A similar picture emerged with overseas visitors

though the young independents were better represented.
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Appendix 4

Swot Analysis

Introduction

Having assessed the market and the existing product, a SWOT analysis of

the Welsh Cultural Tourism can help to highlight key issues and guide

future action.

Strengths

• Welsh language & culture differentiates Wales from the rest of the UK

• wealth of historic monuments from prehistoric to the Industrial

Revolution

• national status museums and galleries

• number of international status festivals and events: Hay, Brecon Jazz,

International & National Eisteddfodau

• rich cultural landscape with 25% of land area being subject to special

designations

• range of performing arts venues throughout Wales

• Welsh National Opera and BBC Symphony Orchestra

• historic Towns and Villages

Weaknesses

• lack of opportunities for visitors to access and experience indigenous

Welsh culture

• lack of interpretation of Welsh language and indigenous culture

• lack of performing arts venues capable of holding West End style shows

and large scale operas

• low percentage of Welsh speakers working in the tourism industry

• lack of a quality mark for Welsh arts and crafts products

• limited number of high profile cultural icons

• failure to deliver on Land of Music, Song and Poetry

• criticism by overseas visitors that Wales does not offer value for money

• accessibility for overseas visitors

• NMGW not deemed by media to have the same status as the National

Museums in London
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Opportunities

• Wales Millennium Centre could do for the arts what the Millennium

Stadium has done for sport

• proposed National Waterfront Museum Swansea will improve the

interpretation of Wales to the visitor

• Cardiff European Capital of Culture Bid, if successful, will raise the

profile of Welsh Culture and Arts

• enhanced interpretation of Welsh language and culture at existing

attractions

• encouragement of local communities to interpret their culture and

traditions to the visitor

• the providers of cultural products to join WTB’s DMS system to

promote and sell cultural tourism products on line

• development of the gallery sector to include a national flagship

• greater coverage by arts and culture correspondents in the media

• development of a gallery devoted to art and the landscape to act as a

stimulus for regeneration in West Wales on the model of the Tate at 

St Ives

• providing a strategic approach to the future development and planning

of events and festivals to help spread the benefits of tourism

geographically and seasonally

• to create a strong sense of place in Welsh tourism products and in the

cities, towns and villages of Wales

• introduction of a quality mark for Welsh arts crafts goods

• enhanced cooperation and coordination between cultural and tourism

bodies under the auspices of Cymru’n Creu

• cultural signposting by cultural attractions and events to similar

products in Wales

• improving the knowledge of those working in the tourism industry of

the cultural tourism product

• Swansea Waterfront Museum will help raise the profile of Wales

Threats

• lack of resources prevents a more strategic approach to developing

cultural tourism
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• failure of tourism and cultural providers to co-operate

• failure to deliver the promises of Land of Myth & Legend and Land of

Music, Song & Poetry to the overseas visitor

• poor quality service delivery because of skill shortages and difficulties in

recruiting staff discourage visitors

• inability of providers of cultural products to utilise the opportunities for

e-commerce via the Internet

• danger that a synthetic artificial Welsh Experience is offered to the

visitor.

Conclusions

More needs to be done to provide opportunities for visitors to access

and experience indigenous Welsh culture, as this differentiates Wales from

the rest of the UK.Wales needs to create a greater sense of place in both

our towns and villages and within tourism business premises.

The Wales Millennium Centre offers the opportunity to significantly raise

Wales’ profile as a cultural tourism destination.
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